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Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
A key was turned in to us. It
has an orange number stuck
to it. Owner may have by ail-
ing by the office.
Mrs. Jeddie Cathey brings in
some meets to the office. Thanks.
The constant rains of the past
several days have brought ant
ipktini beet in plants. Young trees
lint Int last year are in top
Awe and 'gents set out this
year have had ample water PO
that rot systems are getting
well eitablished.
•
Leekine about the yard we ads
that the Japonica has MIN i•
long well. We put down a stake
at one point where the mower
has tried to break off a branch.
This has become well strength-
ened and the vrhole plant has
grown. It was pretty small when
we first, put it out.
The Forsythia has a new bran-
ch. Comes from the ground up
and it is as tall as the parent
plant.
President Nixon talks about
withdrawing troops from Viet
Nam. We don't know how feas-
ible this is, but we hope he can
do it. Don't get too excited how-
ever. Viet Nam approaches one
of those problems which has no
solution.
Aunt In Atlanta sends us a let-
ter she wrote to us in August
1946 which had been returned
to her with the notation stamp-
ed on the front of the envelope
"Returning to the United
States". We were on our way
home from overseas. She found
the letter recently and sent it
to us.
What happened to the lain
twenty four years? Looking
back we realize more and more
that today is the day to live be-
ams
Wee. 
tomorrow may never
If we could just maintain that
philosophy throughout triala
and teeubles, we would be bet-
ter eff.
Ronnie Jones suggests to us
that we should learn to fly.
We just don't know. Reminds
us of that Kamikaze pilot who
was still living whose name was
Ala King. -Someone asked him
how he was still living if he
was a Kamikaze pilot. Said his
name was Chicken Ala King.
Grant Is
Awarded To
MSU Library
Congressman Frank Stubble-
field today announced that $21,•
433.00 has been awarded to
Murray State University as an
• institutional grant for the pur-
chase of library materials tin-
der provisions of the College
Library Resources Program for
the fiscal year 1989.
The Office of Education has
made these federal funds avail-
able under the High Education
Act of 1985 with provisions to.
quiring certain matching funds
from the recipient institutions
a,
Calloway 7th\And
8th Grade Swim
Party Planned
The seventh and eighth grad-
es of the Calloway County
Country Club will have a swim
party and wiener roast at the
,ratib on Monday, June 23, from
one to five p. m.
Each member may invite one
non-member guest and no re*
ervations are necessary. A char-
ge of twenty•five,cents per per
son will be made.
Hosts and hostesses are Tom-
my Keller, Jay Kennedy, Mike
Alexander, Lee Stewart, Mark
Thurman, John Brunk, Jana
Jones, Nance Fitch, Julie Oak-
ar ley, Mary Alice Doran, Donna
Knight, and Michelle Richiud-
sort.
The committee in charge is
menposed of Mesdames Don
Keller, Donald Jones. Chad Ste-
wart. Joe Brunk. Tommy Alex•
ander. Franklin Fitch and Sam
Knight
NIXON HOPES TO WITHDRAW
200,000 BY THE END OF 1910
HAIR-CURUNG EVENT--Wearing aprons and hair curlers, beauty parlor operators and pa-trons rush out to cheer the Apollo 10 astronauts during a parade on Wilshire Blvd. inLos Angeles. The heroes are from left) John Young, Thomas Stafford, Eugene Cernan.
I Letter To Editor
Dear Editor:
The" Callaway County Retired
Teachers' Association wish to
express their appreciation to
you, to every group and to each
individual who contributed to
the successful completion of
the restoration of the Old Court
House. To those who were tur
-able to help financially or phy-
sically we want you to know
that your encouragement was
inspirational and helped to keep
the wort going.
The total receipts were $2,-
009.70, and total egpenditurea
were $1,835.85, leaving a bal-
ance of $374.05, which is need-
ed for further improvements
and upkeep. This sum includes
only the amount raised and
'twit by this AtisociatIon. An
estimated $1500.00 was also do-
nated locally in labor and ma-
terial, and 0E0 labor was fun
nished by the Federal Govern-
ment.
There is an old adage which
reads. "If you want a job done,
ask some one else to do it If
you want a job done right, do
It yourself." We would like to
change this wording and say,
"If you want a }rib done, ask
the people of Calloesay County
to do it. If you waspa job done
right. sgian, ask -the_ people of
Calloway ffounty to do it".
Thanks again to all.
Hall McCuiston
Leslie Putnam
Reba Miller
Celia Ann Crawford
Wilma McCuiston
Restoration Committee of
CCRTA '
Word Is Received
Of Death Of Wayne
Dowdy Of Detroit
Word has been received of
the sudden death of Wayne
Dowdy, age 42, of Detroit,
Mich.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Martha Peery Dowdy,
daughter, Marsha, stepfather
and mother. Mr. and Mrs. Clau-
de Maurine, one sister, Mrs. Bob
Patagoan, and two btathers, Bil-
ly Dowdy and Bob Kingins, all
of Detroit, Mich.
Dowdy is the son-in-law of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Peery of
Murray Route One, who his
wife was visiting at the time of
his death.
Funeral arrangements are in-
complete. The body is at the
Don Graham Funeral Home,
Detroit, Mich,
Deal Charged -
After Wreck
With Redden
A Graves County Coroner's
jury at Mayfield found Nathan-
iel Leroy Deal "grossly and
wantonly- negligent in the ope-
ration of his vehicle" and rec-
ommended that he be charged
with first degree involuntary
manslaughter as a result of the
death of John Dudley Redden,
James Mills, Coroner, said on
Thursday.
Mills took out a warrant char-
ging Deal after the finding of
the jury.
, Deal, age 45, of Boaz Route
One, was involved on an auto-
mobile accident June 11 in
which Redden, age 37, former
resident of Murray, was killed
and his 12 year old son, Mich-
lel, critically injured.
The acident occurred about
one-half mile north of Mayfield
n the Purchase Parkway. State
Trooper Lawrence Grisham said
the Redden vehicle, traveling
iorth, crossed the median .and
struck the Redden car headon.
Deal still was listed as "ser-
iously ill" by officials at the
Veterans Hospital in Memphis,
Tenn. Young Redden also was
listed in serious condition by
hospital authorities at the Uni-
versity of Kentucky Medical
Center in Lexington where he
was transferred from Fuller-
Morgan Hospital.
Thefts Are
Reported
Two thefts were reported to
the Murray Police Department
on Thursday.
J. O. Evans of 911 North 16th
Street said an AC generator
with a Briggs & Stratton en-
gine, yellow in color, was taken
from the back of his pickup
truck while it was parked at
North 3rd and Olive Streets
He said the engine was stolen
while the driver was working
in a creek nearby. This theft
was reported at five p.m.
Last night at 10:33 Steve
Briton of 301 South 3rd Street
reported to the police that one
tape player and tapes were
stolen from his car that was
parked at the Capri Theatre.
Britton told police that the
door was forced open to gain
entry to the car.
Baseball Association
Plans Fund Drive
The Murray Baseball Assoc-
iation will canvas the entire
city of Murray on June 25 in
an effort to raise funds for
the operation of the baseball
leagues, according to a spokes-
man for the association.
The baseball association is in
great need of funds since they
are no longer supported by the
(Continued on Page Ten)
Billy R. Miller
h June Graduate
Billy R. Miller received his
Bachelor of Science degree in
agriculture from Murray State
Bobby N. Cox
Will Enter
Dental School
Bobby N. COX of Independ-
ence, Virginia, has been accept-
ed for matriculation in the fall
class of 1969, at the Virginia
Commonwealth University Den-
tal School in Richmond, Vir-
ginia. Cut is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Cleve E. Cox of Independ-
ence, Virginia, and the grand-
son of Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Hugh-
es 4f 1838 Farmer Avenue,
Murray, Kentucky.
Cox graduated cum laude
from Murray State University
in June, 1989, with an A. B.
degree and his majors were in
Biology and Chemistry. He is
married to the former Betty
Jean Taylor, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. D. M. Taylor of In-
dependence, Virginia.
Cox is a radiological technol-
ogist at Roanoke Memorial Hos-
pital in Roanoke, Virginia.
While attending high school
In Independence, Virginia, Cox
was salutatorian of the 1985,
graduating class. He played
half-back on the Independence
High football team and he was
selected as the best defensive
football player for the season
of 1964. He attended Murray
State University Science Insti-
tute in the summer of 1964.
University in June. His name. William Chaney Iswas not included in the list re-f5
leased by the University. mOLItlitalidlIlg
Miller, son of Mr. and Mrs
William B. Miller, is married to
the former Wilma Hale, and
they have one daughter, Tam-
my.
The graduate will be doing
his student teaching this fall
and will work on his Masters
degree. He is a graduate of
Calloway County High School.
WEATHER REPORT
Valeed Press latereattessa
Kentucky Weather Forecast
by United Press International
Cloudy with scattered show-
ers and a few thunderstorms to-
day, tonight and mostly south-
east Saturday. today 86
to 94. Low tonight in the 60s
A little cooler Saturday.
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m., 358.7,
down .1 foot; below dmn 301.8,
no changt. No gates open.
. Battle:a, Lake, 7 a. m. 358.7,
down .1; below dam 303.8, no
change.
Sunset 8:19; Sunrise 5:37.
Moon rises 10:58 p. m.
The five-day Kentucky weath-
er outlook, Saturday through
Tuesday.
Temperatures will average 2
to 5 degrees below the normal
86-91 highs and 81-65 lows.
Rainfall will total about three
quarters of an inch Saturday
and mid-week.
TWO CITED .
•
Two persons were cited by
the Murray Police Department
on Thursday. They were, for
reckless driving and disregard-
ing a stop sign.
RED CROSS CONFERENCE PLANNING SESSION — Pictured are representatives front Western
Kentucky who attended the second planning session for the 7th annual Western Kentucky Red
Cross Chapters Conference hold at the Red Cross Chapter House, Mayfield, on Tuesday. Planswere finalised for the Conference which will b• held on Monday, September 29, at the First Christ-
ian Church, Mayfield. These In attend/once-from Murray in the Picture were Mrs. Jean illaTiken-strip, ARC! secretary and executive sokrofaey of the Calloway Red Cross chapter, and Mrs. Ann
Hays and Mrs. Juanita Lynn, Red Cross yoluntita rs 'from Murray and Catlow•y County.
Air Force Unit
MARYSVILLE, Calif. — MM
ter Sergeant William C. Chaney
son of Mrs. Lela Chaney, Rt. 3,
Murray, Ky., is a member of a
unit that has earned the U. S.
Air Force Outstanding Unit
Award.
Sergeant Chaney, a jet en-
gine superintendent in the 9th
Strategic Reconnaissance Wing
at Beale AFB, Calif., will wear
the distinctive service ribbon
to matt his affiliation 'with the
unit.
His unit was cited for its
proficiency during the final
evaluation of the 511-71 strateg-
ic reconnaissance aircraft.
The sergeant, a graduate of
Almo (Ky.) High Schanl, is
married to the former Pearl
Inman.
Husband Of Murray
Woman Is Assigned
LONG THANK, VIETNAM
(AHTNC)—Army Chief 'Warrant
Officer George L Compton, son
of Clarence Compton, Plymouth,
Mich., was assigned May 22 to
the 56th Transportation Com-
pany near Long Tharth, Viet-
nam, as a platoon leader.
His wife, Patricia, lives at
Ma Ryan Ave., Murray, Ky.
City Police Will
Hold Roadblocks To
Check City Stickers
Starting Monday, June 23,
the Murray City Police Depart-
ment will be having roadblocks
set up for the purpose of
checking for city stickers ac-
cording to Police Chief James
Brown. Chief Brown also said
that those persons who do not
have city stickers will be is-
sued citations.
Brooks Chapel To
Have Bible School
• The Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church will have its
annual vacation Bible School
starting Monday, June 23, and
continuing through Friday,
June 27.
Hours for the school will be
from seven to nine p. m. each
evening. Classes for all ages
will be taught with the pastor,
Rev. John Bradley, teaching the
class for adults.
On Saturday, June 28, the
picnic and awards program will
be held at seven p. m. at the
church.
Prow Family Visits
Here This Week
Mrs. Harold Prow and chil-
dren, Hal and Stacy, of Hanni-
bal, Mo., left today by airplane
for their home after a visit with
Mrs. Prow's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde Jones.
While the Prow family was
here, their husband and La-
ther, Harold Prow was on a
ten days flight to the Arctic
Circle. He and two other men,
Dr. Tom Fisher, and Doe Bas-
tian, made the flight.
The men, drawing a parrel
between the pioneers who carv-
ed a home from the wilderness
of Missouri in 1819 and the
frontier of 1969, the three men
planned to expiate into the
northern most section of the
United States and Arctic region
of Alaska.
They planned to camp along
the way as they fly a Cessna
182 SkyLute. They carried sou-
venirs of the Hannibal Secqui-
centenial to present at various
refueling stops.
Prow is a pharmaceutical
salennaq. All three of the men
making the is are airplane
pilots.
W. D. Bailey
Is Inducted
Into Army
William Don Bailey, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Bailey, Wilt
Main Street, was inducted into
the United States Army in the
June draft call from Calloway
County, according to Mrs. Gus-
sie Adams, executive secretary
of Local Board No. 10 of the
Selective Service.
Bailey is a graduate of Mur-
ray High School and attended
Murray State University. He is
now taking his basic training
at Fort Campbell.
Twenty other registrants from
Calloway County took their
physical in June.
The July call will be for five
for induction and fifteen for
physical including transfers.
Mrs. Adams has announced
that the draft board office lo-
cated In the Postoffice building
will be closed all next week. It
will reopen on Monday, June
BO.
House Burns
On Thursday
The home of Mr. and Mrs.
Rudy Dunn located about 1%
miles west of Halfway off the
Hazel Highway was destroyed
by fire on Thursday about 3:30
p. M.
Reports are that Mrs. Dunn
was mowing the yard when the
fire started in the upstairs.
With the help of motorists and
neighbors, some of the furn-
ishings of Mr. and Mrs. Dunn
were saved.
Mr. and Mrs Dunn had been
living at the house for about
a month. The white frame house
was owned by Mr. and Mrs.
Carman Parks.
The Murray Fire Department
answered the call to the fire,
but the house was already fall-
ing in at the time of their an
rival,
TURKEY SHOOT
The Jackson Purchase G u n
Club will sponsor a turkey
shoot Sunday, June 22, at ap-
proximately 1:00 p. m. at the
Club field on highway 121
North just south of C,oldwater.
TEEN CENTER
The First Methodist Church
Teen Center will be open Sat-
urday night June 21, from eight
to elevep p. ̂ m. for Junior and
Senior highs. Admission will be
25c.
Long, Hard Road Ahead For
Honorable Peace In Vietnam
By EUGENE V. RISHER
WASHINGTON (171) President
Nixon has expressed hope all
American ground combat troops
—more than 200,000 men—swill
be withdrawn from Vietnam by
the end of 1970.
But at the same time, Nixon
warned there still remained a
"long, hard road" to an honor-
able peace in Vietnam and ac-
knewledged there had been no
response from Hanoi or the
Viet Cong so far to his order
withdrawing the first 25,000
U. S. troops from Vietnam.
In a nationally televised news
conference Thursday, his first
since April 18, Nixon made few
promises or predictions but held
out hope for some movement
toward peace within the next
few months. He also angrily de-
fended Vietnam policies against
criticism by form officials of
the Johnson administration.
Nixon called on North Viet-
nam, the Viet Cong and the
newly formed Communist revo-
lutionary government in South
Vietnam to agree to an inter-
nationally supervised cease-fire
and internationally supervised
elections, points in the eight-
point plan for ending the war
he put forward.
Repeats Pledge
He repeated his pledge the
United States would "accept
any decision that is made by the
people of South Vietnam" re
garding their future but vowed
not to dump the regime of
South yietnamese President
Nguyen Van Thieu as a con-
cession to the enemy.
He was asked to give his
opinion on a recent article by
former Defense Secretary Clark
Clifford in which Clifford was
critical of the Nixon adminis-
tration's military and political
moves in Vietnam and said
1000,000 American troops sho-
uld be withdrawn by the end
of this year and all but sup-
ply troops and air support—a-
bout half the more than 500,-
,000 men—by the end of 1970.
Nixon pointed out that when
his administration came into
office "all that had been de-
cided was the shape of the ta-
ble in Paris" and that Ameri-
can war casualties reached their
highest point during the year
Clifford was secretary of de-
fense.
"As far, as how many troops
will be withdrawn by the end
of this year, or the end of 1970
I would hope that we could
beat Mr. Clifford's timetable,
just as I think we have done
a little better than he did when
he was in charge of our na-
tional defense."
Did Not Mention Numbers
Nixon implied he expected
to bring back more than 200,000
American fighting men from
Vietnam by the end of next
year, although he did not men-
tion numbers.
The President, who left for
the last two innings of the
Washington-Baltimore baseball
game following his news con-
ference in the East Room of the
White House made these points:,
—A target date of July 31
has been set for the beginning
of talks with the Soviet Union
on nuclear arms limitation. The
U. S. position will be firmed
at a meeting of the National
Security Council Wednesday,
then consultation will be held
with America's Allies before
entering the talks, probably ei-
ther at Geneva or Vienna.
—Current anti - inflationary
moves--extension of the 10 per
cent tax surcharge and budget
cuts—should be sufficient to
000l the economy within two
to three months. But if they
are not, ackbtional measures
will be considered.
Responsible For Disci-Anti
—The responsibility for dis-
cipline on college and univer-
sity campuses is that of the
college administrators and in-
tervention in campus disputes
by the federal government
"would be just what the dem-
onstrators wanted."
.—Recent local elections in
Los Angeles, Minneapolis and
New York seem to indicate that
people "are fed up to here with
violence and lawlessness and
they want candidates who will
take a strong stand against it"
He endorsed state Sen. John
Marchil, who won the Republi-
can nomination for mayor of
New York, but will not parti-
cipate in or comment on local
elections.
—Little progress had been
made so far in easing the dan-
gerously explosive conflicts in
the Middle East between Arabs
and Jews. "The situation is beet-
(Continued on Page Ten)
Johnny Cash
Will Be At
State Fair
LOUISVILLE, Hy. (Cift —
Johnny Cash, a country and
western singer who has made
it big recently on the pop scene,
heads the list of performers for
this year's Kentucky State Fair.
Cash, who recently began his
own television show, will ap-
pear in concerts Friday, Aug.
22, George Meagher, state fair
manager, said Thursday.
The fair's rodeo will feature
Doug McClure, of the television
series, "The Virginia." McClure
will appear at five shows.
Also scheduled to perform are
the King Family and Gary
Puckett and the Union Gap, a
rock group.
This year's fair runs from
Aug. 16 through Aug. 23.
Thursday's meeting of the
fair board was the last for
James W. Browitt, executive di-
rector of the fairgrounds for
the past nine years. He has re-
signed to enter private busi-
ness.
Browitt will be replaced by
Donald L. Johnston, of Seattle,
Wash., July 1.
Singing Planned
For Robert Peters
At Farmington High
A gospel singing will be held
Friday, June 27, at eight p.m.
at the Farmington High School
in honor of Robert Peters, a
cancer victim for 414 years.
Several quartets from all over
West Kentucky will be present
for the singing
Tickets at one dollar for
adults and fifty cents for child-
ren under twelve are now on
sale. Call collect 345-2482 or
they will be sold at the door.
All proceeds and donations
will be given to Robert, his
wife, Janice, and daughter, Kim,
and will be appreciated.
Owens Chapel Plans
Revival Services
For Corning Week
The Owens Chapel Baptist
Church will begin its revival
on Sunday, June 22. It will con-
tinue through Sunday, June 29,
with services each evening at
7:45.
Rev. David Brasher, pastor of
the Kirksey Baptist Church,
will be the visiting evangelist
The church pastor, Rev. Lon-
rue Knight, and the congrega-
tion of the church invite the
public to atend.
Spring Creek Will
Hold Bible School
--lite 'Spring Creek Baptist
Church will have its Vacation
Bible School from Monday, June
23. to Friday, June 27
Classes for beginners through
intermediates will be held each
day starting at 1 : 30 p. m
The church is located north -
of Penne, and all children of
the community are invited to
attend.
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FRIDAY - JUNE 20, 1969
Quotes From The News
By UNITED PURIM INTKINATIONAL
7ASHINGTON, - President Nixon, dLscussb Mere troop witb-
drawaLS from Vietnam and responding to brialle Dehmsetieadary
Clark Clifford's call for a pullout of all U.S. greeted Gambit huge
by the end of 19'70:
"As tar as how many troops will be withdraws by Se end of this
year, or the end of next year, I would hope alit we could beat Mr.
Clifford's timetable, just as I think vehandss a little better than
he did when be was in charge et ow alibi& dellose."
1•••••••••••111••••1•11.
WASHINGTON - Sea. J. William Futhright, recalling what he said
was a lack of candor by the Johnson administration on its Vietnam
intentions.
"If I had !mown the ...-uth there would have been no Gulf of Tonkin
Resolution. I was deceived. I was lied to."
WASHINGTON - Fannie Lou Hamer, a leader of the Southern
Freedom Party, addressing a dinser honoring reporters for co
age of poverty and discrimination:
"Yoe are not free in any section of this country until we are tree
In Mississip, We are in this fight together. I am not fighting for
. all-black world andIam not fighting for an all-white world either.
Today, America is sick and man is on the critical list."
PITTSBURGH - A classmate of Robert Idichnialc, describing the
moments before he climbed a brige and started firing at police
below:
"He was disking like a leaf in a storm. I saw the look on his
face and I really knew something was wrong. I asked him what was
the matter and ' e said "I'm tired of it all and I'm nervous. I'm
going to take a loog walk."
Bible Thought for Today
Obey them that have the rule over you, and submit yourselves.
Hebrews 13:17.
But he who would be a ruler must also be servant of all.
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE err=
PARKER FORD INC.
7113-1373 Murray, Ky.
LARGE VOLES= - LOW MIMI'
-Servie- MOE Our Dasinese
IT WELL lorna YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
TEM LEDGER • TIMES - MURRAY. KENTUCKY
THE ' FIA 1\1 11.YirLAWYER
"Marry Me—! Dare
You!"
During a teenaja party, one of
the girls towed a playful challenge
at her boy fries&
"...arry dare your
The idea seemed so bilariosn
that they drove across the stale
line, found a justice of the peace,
and went through a formal wed-
ding ceremony. Afterward, both
the "bride" and the groom" re-
turned to their respective homes.
A few days later. uneasy about
what they had done, they went to
court to have the ceremony an-
am! And the coon ruled that,
despite the formalities, they were
sever truly married.
'1Mere words," said the ledge,
"without way ieneetioa correspond-
FR.1.13iAY - JUNE 20. len 
Football, Bill Cosby And Cass Elliot Headline This Week's TV
By JACK GAYER
NEW YORK UPI - 110 bona
season is nearer nes you Might
Oink if ABC's teleCIESEIRI of the
annual Catches All - Aramrica
game in Atlanta next Saturday
is any indicator.
ABC bas a special with "Ma-
ma" Cass Elliot Thursday sight.
Bill Cosby heads an "NBC Child-
r en's Theater" special on Moo-
day.
Highlights June 12411:
SUNDAY
Sen. J. William Fulbright,
Ark., is the guest on ABC's
"Issues sad Answers".
"The 21st Century" on CBS
repeats "The Wild Cell," dealing
with the search for a cancer
cure.
Walt Disney's NIX hour has
the first half of a i spatted two-
parlor. "Escapade in nevem,"
about two American students in
Italy paw Sadao in an art
theft.
"His Haw" on CBS has singer
Merle Haggard as guest aide to
Buck Owens and Roy Clark.
The ABC Sunday night movie
Is "Boeing - Boeing," starring
Tony Curtis and Jerry Lewis.
MONDAY
ABC's "The Avengers" re-
runs "The Winged Avenger,
Murders apparently are 
b 
committed by a giant bird.
NBC preempts Laugh- In with
an "NBC Children's Theater"
special, Comedian Bill Cosby
is host to 17 youngsters from
many parts of the country who
took their own movies of what-
ever interested them.
NBC's movies screens "Com-
panions in Nightmare," starring
Melvyn Douglas and Anne Baxter.
Eddie Fisher and DOrothy Mor-
ing to them will not .ake a mar-
riage."
Most courts agree that, if a
marriage is purely in jest, it has
no legal standing However, it is
a different story if the marriage-
:although meatnt. to be temporary-_-_,
is no j. :.Thus.
An engaged couple had a bitter
quarrel the night before their wed-
.ding day. In tears, the girl said
they should break up. But the
young man pleaded:
"My boss has promised me a
raise on the basis of our getting
married. Let's go ahead so I can
get the raise. Then, later, we can
have the marriage annulled."
But in this case, ' 1 court re-
fused to grant an at. ment. The
judge said this ceremony, even
though entered into for a special,
limited purpose, was still a mar-
riage at the moment it was per-
formed.
What about a "trial marriager
One couple got married with the
private understanding that, if
things did not work out, either
one of them could have it an-
nulled.
But Isere, too, the court found
no grounds.for annuhnent. As one
*dee Put it:
"Marriage is not something is
be swept aside lightly. To permit
the annulment of a marriage other-
wise legal, upon mere proof that
the parties agreed beforehand to
have it annulled, would destroy
use dignity of the marriage rela-
tionship."
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NOW EVERYONE'S EYES AR
IN mom blin)81CaPile's amide of a thine, theIll et leaned beet-eder of the decade '
"One of the finest
pictures of this year
and possibly
of the decade!"
—Arthur Knotted,
Saturday Reveler
I rum in
IN COLD
III ,()()1)
-Vernon Scott.
(touted Press tritivnationat
- ci
"This isa big sne,
Pertabs the biggest
ef the year!'
—Wanda Hate
Wow York asty News
"A stunning
piece of
cinema,
literally
stunningr
cosmovoi, tan
Magaz.ne
"This is
see .11W
best!"
MC TV
"The most
brilliantly executed picture
of our timer'
-Del Carnes. The Denser Post
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MURRAY DRIVE-IN THEATRE
_Plus - "The Desperate Ones"
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rime are singing pests on the
CBS Jimmy Rodgers hours.
TUESDAY
ABC's Mod Squad repeats
"The lip Tight Town." Captain
Greer disappears while vacattoo-
ing in a sr'" town.
ABC's ' likes A Thief" re-
poets the final half of the two-
patter. "Hans Across the. Bor-
der."
Red Skeltoo's repeat for CBS
is a show that has Mickey Roon-
ey and Hal Frasier as guests.
The NBC movies is "The Jok-
er," starring Michael Crawford
and Oliver Reed.
CBS has another of its "60
Minutes" magazine-format pro-
grams of news features.
WEDNESDAY
A repeat on CBS has Tarsao
trying to secure a tribal throne
for the daughter of a dead Wet
In "Here Come the Brides"
on ABC the town'sanly Jewish
girl and only nursV decides to
leave.
"Music Hall from London'
on NBC again stars Sid Caesar
and Norman Wisdom.
The ABC movie is "The Str-
ange Case of Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde," starring Jack Pal-
ance.
The repeated "Hawaii Five.
0" episode on CPS deals with
student oeace demonstrators.
i'HURSDAY
Is "Guns at Batasi," starring
Richard Attenborough.
Dick Cavett's guests on ABC
include William J. Buckley Jr.
satirists Bob and Ray and Tony
Randall.
SATURDAY
CPS covers an AAU inter
Television Notes
NE.% YORK (UPI) - "Grand
Ole °pry." the country-western
show that holds broadcasting's
longevity record in the popular
music field, will be ,offered for
syndication in the couney's 50
leadin4 markets as a hall-hour
television series next fall by its
longtime sponsor (Bristol-Myers).
The first videocost was in 1965
from the program's home town,
Nashville, Tenn., where it origin-
ated on radio Nov. 28, 1925
and is still going strong as an
audio attraction.
Australia's strange creatures
are the subjects of"AainialWor-
Id" on CBS.
."The Prisoner" episode re-
peated on CBS has the prisoner
being told that he is someone
else and that someone else is
he.
"Ironside" on NBC replete
"The Prophecy," a newspaper
columnist warns Ironside of an
Attempt on his life.
"Mama" Cass Elliot heads a
one - hour musical special on
ABC preempting Tom Jones.
Buddy Hackett, Martin Landau,
Barbara Bain, Mary Travers,
Joni Mitchell and John Sbasttan
'Wear.
- The CBS movie is "The De-
fector," starring Montgomery
lift and Hardy Kruger.
FRIDAY
On "The High Chaparral "re--
run on NBC John Calli)011 faces
death unless a high ransome is
paid. 
TheJohn Davidson show on
ABC has singer 0. C. Smith as
guest star.
The CPS Friday night movie
GOING TO MOONUGHT - -
Walter M. Schirra Jr., one
of the original seven U.S.
astronauts, will act as a
special correspondent for
CBS News during the space
journey of Apollo 11. He is
retiring from the Navy and
the space program July 1,
and is to enter private busi-
ness as head of a Denver
leasing corporation.
I f
tional 'track and field meet at
Miami.
Jackie Gleason's repeat for
CBS has liar Bygraves, George ,
Cobol, Frank Gorshin and Gwen \
Yerdon as guests.
The 9th annual Coaches All-4
American game is telecast live
from Atlanta on ABC. Senior
stars of the 1968 football seas-
on are formed into East and West
squads.
The NBC movie screens "Fah-
renheit 451," starring Oskar
Werner and Julie Christie,
CHRISTIAN MENU'
SERVICES
Fanner Ave. at N. 17th St.
Money, Kentucky
Sunday at MO NAL sad
Medusa/my of SiO pa'.
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Seaday at SAS AIL
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Af 3it Nit.11
IN 753 6363
I; 11i,
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ELV154
PRESLEY
CHIiRROIDip mosrmer 411
6
Meet the Clomp
(UPI) 
BLUEFIELD, W. Vs.
- Mrs. Julia Boo 
holds some sort of record in
the sewing deparanent. For
23 years, she's been sewing
buttons on drycleaned
clothing for Unique Cleaners
here.
Owner Bill Hendricks says
Mrs. Booth sews as many as
40 buttons an hour during
- peak seasons. It's estimated
that this unusual women sews
on more than 27,000 buttons
a year and has sewn nearly
628,000 buttons in her
lifetime!
I.
SAVED IT Govetpme A
fully-clothed former life-
guard. Gov Ronald Reagan
dove into a awimming pool
during a staff party at his
home in Sacramento, Calif
and rescued Alicia Berry
--4410ev• t 7. who can't swim.
March 3. Details of the res-
cue finally leaked out.
TV CAMEOS: Roger Smith
Acting's Onnaturallor Nan, Roger Says
by MEL HeIMIlt
IF ONE had nickel for
every actor who has threatened
to quit the business and enter
an honest dodge, one would be
wealthy indeed-but the only
such gentleman on the horizon
at the moment is Roger Smith.
A year ago he tossed his act-
ing career to the winds, and
thus far he hasn't weakened.
"I took stock," says the tall,
tanned onetime hero of "Mr.
Roberts" and "77 Sunset Strip,"
"and I decided that acting,
when you got down to it, was
an unnatural business for a
man.
'Matter of fact, I only got
Into it because when I was a
12-year-old boy in Nogales,
Ariz., the movie 'Red River' was
being filmed there and I saw all
the good-looking girls tagging
around after Monty Chit and
John Wayne, Wow! I thought,
and I zeroed in on acting-
and I guess the sad part is,
when I did become well known,
the 12-year-old girls began to
tag around after me, but it
didn't do me much good then."
• • •
SMITH, a serious, almost
meticulous soul who without a
doubt has a clean desk with no
papers on it, hasn't forsaken
TV totally. He and a bright
young man named Allan Carr
are partners in Rogallan Produc-
tions, which has three. video
specials lined up for the near
future-another Ann-Ma rgret
show, one based on Hollywood's
famous homes, and an original
musical which would be a "sort
of folksy 'Fantseticks'!" Ann-
Margret, of course, is Roger's
wife - who, incidentally, is
pleased as punch that he's even
up acting.
"I think I like the business
end of the business best," he
says. "When I was on 'Sunset
Strip,' I spent most of my time
In the cutting room, watching
how that was done, and now I
spend most of my time making
als, going to conferences and
trying to connive and best other
use:seamen. I love it."
noting for the carnri.1
er says, Is "Just not satisfy -
Rs-actor, now producer Roger Smith, shown with wife Ann-Margret,now revels in the business man's life, wheeling and dealing.
lag for me. It's frustrating, but,
more important, boring. I got to
the point where it was just e0
dull, getting out there and do-
ing what 'people told me to do,
'saying words that somebody
else wrote."
• • •
SMITH, incidentally, got to
the point where he did some
writing himself. He turned out
15 scripts for "Sunset Strip," as
well as some for "Surf side 6,"
"Hawaiian Eye" and "Mr. Rob-
erts," and then did • movie
script under an alias that Carr
sold for him to Cinema Center
Films for $50,000
Roger gives the impression
of being completely confident
In himself but, paradoxically,
he says that he wasn't as good
an actor as he should have
been "because I didn't have
enough ego. If I had any
talent," he adds, "1 tlUnk It *as
for comedy or musicals, but I
never really had much chance
to do them except in summer
stock."
Meanwhile, Rogallan Produc•
Ilona' first picture, -The First
Time," starring Jacqueline Ma-
set, is beginning to make the
rounds of the film houses and
is being well received. Mali
projects are in the wings: "Child
Under a Leaf," with Beau Brid-
ges; "The Astrokhan Code" and
a movie version of "High But-
ton Shoes," the old Phil Silvers
musical in which Roger and Al-
lan plan to star Ann-Margret.
• • •
A NATIVE of South Gate,
Calif., Roger attended U. of Ail,
zona on an athletic scholarship,
was a Link trainer instructor
for pilots in the Navy, still flies
his own twin-engine plane, and
skin dives, surfs, boats and mo-
torcycles. He lives on Hum-
phrey Bogart's old seven-acre
estate in Beverly Hills, and one
can nee Bogie spinning in his
grave. An actor who quit?
Distributed by Klee Features Syndicate
•
Cook's Jewelry
500 MAIN STREET Di="mainv
Murray—Loan Co.
MONEY HEADQUARTERS
504 W. Main Street Phone 753-2431
Starts Today
For 7 Big Days
Adverture at the top of the world..,
from the author of "The Guns of Navarone"
and "Where Eagles Dare"!
An American nuclear-attack The fate of the world hangs in
sub sets out on a mysterious the balance. The spy could bemission ... carrying a spy! anyone ... even the Captain'
Mos ones, Mns• presets Mrs Rinsch-as %stew ci
"Ice Station Zebra"
Rock Ernest Patrick Jim
Hudson Borgnine Mc Goohan Brown
Tony Bill Lloyd Nolan some* Is Dogs lees saurus ,14a'ry Lie Ira
Sacialtearr Sups" mead bfilate Relsox'ff wow
Features At 2:00 P. M. And 8:00 P. M.
ADMISSION - Adults $2.00 Children $1.00
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PAOE THREE 
, Seniors Tournament Set
This Weekend At Paducah
111
Were eon 150 golfers have
entered the Seniors Tri-State
Open Gad Tourmunest sched-
uled this weekend at Peducah'e
Paidon Air*.
The teurnement cutoff limit is
17$ and this figure may be reach-
ed before the deadline.
The tournament limits the ageof contestants to 50 years Or
over and will otter prizes in six
age groups in addition to the over-
all champion. A professional di-
vision also is included this veer.
Among the contestants already
entered is J. T. Hale of Mayfield,
the tournament champion in 1985.
Paxton Park golf pro Vince
Genovese, who serves as tour-
nament chairman, said a cham-
pion's trophy in each division
will be awarded, plus a four-
man teem trophy for a total 50
prises up for grabs.
Action in the 36-hole meet will
get underway at 8 a.m. Saturday
and continue through Sunday.
This year's tournament will be
played in honor of Henry Rice
of Dyersburg, Tenn., who died
last fall after twinning the Sen-
iors championship at Paducah
Last summer.
Contestants entered in the tour-
nament are:
J. W. Abell. Pintstalak
Jasli Hisss. Owslogages
Jolt Aalanaa. -_1. 111
Alba A4,67.ormeall
Odell
Or. Y. S.
Sem 
=sin
t Gelganda. in.
- 0 Tel BOSSINIV. Widdlgte
(leilieries IlL Du. amdiutati. 0.
201.
Osond RI   e.L ni.
Vine, SWIM& V5lMs, Ill.
falser Blewein. Cosissisks. ix
Arthur issailir 111.
1 W. Sarailfa. I&
W. M. )teakm.
se.
fa,
0
•
it
ISM
Prank fr.u._ 111.
S. C. filla0 annar. s„ Tenn.
P. Lido Oda. dssidle
ee 
Ohms Wards
Shisbass. !edema
?u C. MOs& Carbesidele.
V. M. CCargeot. Paducahauss
Zap G. DeQuons. lie
Prods. L. Cods. Cana. tn.
Odes C.U. lesseds. in-
Glue. W. Ceder. Paducah
See 14. Cosier. Lela.
a. V. CeellS. Padocalt
('. W. Pb.., Sterphrebere. 111.
Didiallidit. Carbondale. 111.
Warren Lam. Paducah
S. S. Sonees. Cam Girardeau. Nit
Mawr J. abreast+. DuQuotn. Ill.
Maas BMW. na.
Dr. Cassie@ ladzii:dorsdo. Ill
Charlie liked) t. St. teals. Ma
tamale S. Sired 'Caste Girardeau. Mo.
Sert Owe&
Lank Peed. P.dusan
Menem Pea. 1rt.. Tenn
C. A. Fuller. W.ducah
J. Mark . Kirkwood Mu
Guy Gewler adman
Norman berg. Paducah
J. T. H IlasOds
Peaches 145U. Carbondale. 111
Praia Ham Paducah
H. N. Ratimel. Padova\
Smoot Beset.. Paducah
Fred J. lads Hertel. Lexington,
Tenn
Altos D. Hill. CarbendaN,
Ta. MotIon. Paducah
Woodrow Holland. Seaton
Witham W. Nola'.. Metropolis, Ill.
John Henechak. Edwardsville. ill
Jolts K. Hoskins. DuQuele. 11L
Pal Howard. Benton
tred lamer. Baldwin. Me
If.daar Solution. ii/keetea. Me.
Warren Johnson, Water Valley
Marshall Jones. Paducah
tussah Keel. Clarksville, Tenn.
Tom Kennedy, Chicago. IIL
Edward Kirchner. Cipeinnatt.
It Z. Kirk, Canal. 111
Dillon It. Knott. Creress. HI.
Carl E. Krebs, Calvert City
Ed Kunio. Murphysliore. Ut
Borne Al. Lantford. MadisonvilW
Paul U. Luster, Cape Girardeau. Me
J It. Lewis. Cape Girardeau. Mo.
clifton Lindsey. Metropolis. III.
ham Lisinsuon. Paducah
ilick Logger. IaIdwb. Mo.
Bob T Long, Moisten
John Laving- Itherrep,
John Clay Leviett, Skteirsa
Milton Loweir. Veraisem Me
Hai old J. Me A later. Pritansh
Carl H. McDaniel, Casual. DI.
Milton Name. Lwerglierg. Senn.George Main, Metropolis. in.Nor). Markway. Baldwie, Mo
Dan Marvin. Paducah
Charlie Maxwell, Paducah
Carl Metcalf. Paducah
Ted Miller. Louisville
Kenneth MUle.. Paducah
Ernest Mitchell. Paducah
Dr Wes 11 ohlentirock.Mrprabrn. Ill
Hugh Nickell. Calvert City
Organ. Clarksville, Tenn
Dr. Glenn Osborn, Murphyshuro. 111
IS. Peel. Dsersbarg. Tent,
Charles It. Poe. Paducah
D. A. leapt Presley. Paducah
JAILS C. Chiertermous. Nutria
L. It livid. 'stung. Ul
Carle G. heinwald Afton. Mo.
Pete Rhea. Dyersburg. 'NOW
James C. Rieke. Federate
Z. A. Robb, Pinckneyville. III.
Tom Rodgers. Madisonville
Bili Roof, Paducah
Dr. Jack Noes Clarksville. Tenn
Fred W. HOsSiSnal.
Al Sonar. Paducan
Charlie it. flush. Soo's. Ill
Ililbert Schenutaler. liuntiiisind I Ind
Albert F. Whacker'. Cincinnati. a.
E. 11. Schutt-en. Chester. lit
t L. r ••••• On.
Ted MOWS. Cheater. hi
Hill Seadsr. Centralia.
Joe 11110Wwin. Gear...tonal
Ildrieuefield. Paiducch
N. S. amnia. Paducah
Sub Illadsd, Paducah
ENNININ/ O. INarkes. Narration.. IL.1
111111 flannaana. M. Louis. Me.
tfebeet E. ffeleidger. ninhael - -
Laurence Teeter. (Nlbrie
Mike 'Mumma.. Ovenaters. Tenn.
Rag C Todd. Didalpois. TH
Inch floury. Piedmont au.
Kole. Yanalder. CaPO Girardeau. 11o.
Bill Virgin. Ca.* Girardeau. Mo.
Donald Voight. JOPPS.
Clyde Webb. Slut ph.aboro.
Fred limn. Piduccil
Tommy Whiiunnoiv. Paden it.
( . B. Whitten. %stem.
Suck %Jilin/ham. Paducah
Jock C. Wilson. Pliliscall
Let WLIWO. Karnak. lti
Di L. L. Wow!. aulein. Cl
Judge ( E. Wright. Carbund.i... tit
PRO
Witter F. ,1,11 \in
Bob Creen. Balituin. Mo.
Don John6on. f.attervtlic. lii
h310,11C.-ITahones. Bali,
%On, POOrr. WisOlon
1.i1k 1% 54i.insilomo it
CONTRACT PURCHASED
BOSTON UPI - The American
League purchased the contract
f umpire G. Merlyn Anthony
from the Pacific Coast League
Thursday.
TIgla LEDGER & TIMES — htilmA y KENTUCKY
BOWIE KUHN IS
CRACKING DOWN
ON GAMBLING
NEW YORK UPI - Baseball
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn was
expected to issue a statement
tciday on the involvement of base-
ball owners with Las Vegas gam-
bling casinos, but the owners
were already a step ahead of
toe commissioner.
Delbert Coleman, board chair-
man of Parvin-Dorhman Co., whi-
ch owns three casinos, and a
member of the Atlanta Braves
board of directors, said Thurs-
day night he definitely will not
sell his stock in the corporation.
William C. Scott, president of
Parvin-Dohrman, said Coleman,
William Bartholomay and John
Louis, Jr., all members of the
boards of both the company and
the Braves "have voluntarily off-
ered to the commissioner of
baseball to take certain steps
which will be in the best inter-
est of the game.
"None of these steps, how-
ever, would involve the sale of
any Parvin-Dairman stock pre-
sently held by Delbert Coleman,
board chairman of the company,"
added Scott.
The other owners involved in
the conflict is Charles 0. Finley,
of the Oakland Athletics, who
has also been under pressure to
sever his ties with the corpora-
tion.
The commissioner said last
week that he was conducting a
careful and detailed investiga-
tion of the owners' involvement
with the Las Vegas casinos. His
final decision is expected today.
EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS
NEW YORK UPI - The National
Collegiate Athletic Association
granted exclusive rights to tele-
casts of its football games in
1970 and 1971 to the American
Broadcasting Company for a r
ported $23.5 million.. ....
ABC said Wednesday it Would
televise 39 games each season,
including two to four night games
and at least one "wild card"
game.
SPORTS
BASEBALL ROUNDUP
By JOE CARNICELLI
UPI Sports Writer
Dave McNally is getting to
the point where he's starting
to draw a distinguished audience.
McNally pitched a two-hitter
Thursday night to gain his 10th
victory without a defeat as the
Baltimore Orioles downed the
Washington Senators, 2.-0, before
a crowd which included the Pres-
ident.
The President, who last week
watched Oakland's Reggie Jack-
son put on a slugging display
arrived at the game in the eighth
Inning as Don Butord, who doubl-
ed and took third on a bunt
single, scored the Orioles' first
run as Frank Robinson hit into
a double play.
McNally, who allowed only sin-
gles to Tim Cullen and Paul
Casanova, walked one and struck
out five in winning his 12th con-
secutive game over a two-year
span. But despite his sizzling
start this season, McNally re-
fused to consider the prospect
of a 30-victory season.
Not Enough Starts
"Oh , no," -Said McNally em-
phatically. I'M not even thinking
about 30. With the pitching staff
we have, I won't even get enough
starts to win 30."
Elsewhere, Minnesota ripped
California, 8-1, Chicago outlasted
Seattle, 13-10, Boston blanked Cle-
veland, 3-0, and New York downed
Detroit, 5-3, in., the only other
games scheduled.
Ray Culp pitched a two-hitter
for his 10th victory of the season
and Carl Yastrzemski snapped
out of a mild batting slump with
a two-run homer to lead the Red
Sox over the Indians.
Culp, now 10-4, struck out eight
batters to tie the Indians, Sam
McDowell for the league lead in
strikeouts with 104. He did not.
allow a Cleveland runner to reach
second base.
The Yankees scored three un-
earned runs in the second inning
on pitcher Earl Wilson's three-
base throwing error en route
to their victory over the Tigers.
LIKE EVERYONE ELSE, Alialisander Kovalenko. Gorrselskiy, 5-10, will use
Gomelskiy (camel, coach of i4;• touring Andreyev and Kovalenko, both 7-2, when
Russien basketba I team, must look up the .fluss;ans play the Atlanta Rewire
witionOvIlir he talks to h.: two centers— . rookie team tomorrow night
Viodireii Andreyev (WI end •Sorry •= .„..... . :.--. __ ...,
.4i.
Score Tied 1-1
The score was tied at I-1 in
the second when Gene Michael
and Jake Gibbs singled. Wilson
walked Horace Clarke to fill the
bases before throwing Jerry Ken-
ney's high bouncer into right
field, allowing all three runners
to score.
Rod Carew drove in two runs
with a single and a double to
raise his league-leading batting
average to .374 and lead the
Twins over the Angels. Rookie
Dick Woodson pitched a three-
hitter to boost his record to 4-2.
Bob Allison drove in three
runs and Carew two as the Twins
scared five unearned runs off
the Angels, who committed four
errors.
Carlos May and Bill Melton
knocked in five runs with first
inning homers and the White
Sox scored all 13 of their runs
in the three innings to win their
slugfest with the Pilots,
May hit a two-run homer and
Melton, who had four runs batted
In, connected for a three-run
blast after Seattle had, scored
four runs in the first inning. The
White Sox scored four runs in the
third and four more in the seven-
th. Gerry McNertney had five
RBIs for the Pilots,
National League
If the National League cham-
pion, St. Louis Cardinals, who
have been inching toward the
.500 mark the last 10 days, are
looking for a sign that a pennant
run Is the "Cards" this year,
Lou Brock seems ready to prove
it.
Brock went on a 4-for-4 batt-
ing spree Thursday to pace St.
Louis to a 5-3 victory over the
Montreal Expos and give the
Cardinals their sixth victory in
the last nine games.
The fleet Cardinal left fielder
smashed a seventh-inning homer
Ito go with two singles and a
double as he scored three runs
nd knocked in two more. He
lso boosted his average to .300.
Elsewhere , Cincinnati nipped
an Francisco, 8-7, New York
edged Philadelphia, 6-5, and Be-
ton topped. San- Diego-44.-ta
the only games scheduled.
Reliever Jim "Mud Cat" Gra-
nt picked up his second victory
in only three appearances since
being obtained by the Cardinals
from Montreal on June 1. Grant
blanked the Expos on three hits
over the final 5 1-3 innings after
starter Ray Washburn had been
touched for three runs on four
bits.
Tommy Helms' ninth-inning
double knocked in the winning
run to give the Reds a come -
from - behind victory in which
they scored seven runs over the
last three innings.
Trailing 4-1, the Reds scored
twice in the eighth, then took
the lead with a four-run eighth
Inning, highlighted by Bobby To-
Ian's three-ran homer. Helms'
RBI bauble in the ninth gave re-
liever Clay Carroll his ninth
victory in 12 decisions.
Ken Boswell singled home two
runs with two out in the ninth
Inning to give the Mets their
victory. Art Shamsky knocked
In three runs with a pair of
homers to pace the New York
attack.
The Phils had taken a 5-4
lead in the eighth when Mike
Ryan doubled and Gene Stone
was safe on a bunt single. Rick
Joseph scored them both with a
single.
John Ethtards started a three-
run rally in the second inning
with a single, then singled home
Houston's fourth run to pace
the Astros' victory.
Don Wilson, 6-6, scattered
eight pits in pitching Houston to
Its 18th victory in their last 22
home games.
::::: :•111111411111111:1111111111:111
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AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING (150 at Deist-Carew. Minn.,
372; F.Robinson, Bait.. .336; Petrocelli,
Bost., .332; R.Smith, Bost., .321; Hogan,
Sea., .3011.
RUNS - Blair, Bill., $2; F Robinson,
Balt.. 52; R.Jackson, Oak., 51; F Howard.
Wash., 42; Yestrzemski, Bost., 4I; Cam.
Demerit. Oak., 41; 111ndo, Oa).., 41.
RUNS BATTED IN-Killebrew. Minn.,
56; Powell. Balt., SS; R.Jackson, Oak., Sit,
Yestrzerniki, Bost,, 47; Myrcer, N.Y., 46;
P-Acalneen, SW., eat T.Nerica, Cleve.,
46.
HITS - Blair, Balt, V; F.RobinsOn.
Bat., 71; F.Howard, Wash, 75; Clarke.
N.Y. 73; Cater, Oak., 71
DOUBLES - Blair, Ball., 16, Carew.
Minn., 16; Aperitif), Chic., 14; Yastrzem-
ski, Bost., 13; White, N.Y., 13; Buford.
Bait., 13; F.Roblnson. Ball., 13.
TRIPLES-McAuliffe, Def.. 5, J.Hall,
N.Y., 4; Hagan, Sea., 4; 9 tied with 3.
HOME RUNS - RJackson, Oak.. 26;
Petroceill, Bost.. 21; F.Howard, Wash., 19;
YastrzemskI, Bost., 11; PepItone, N.Y., 17
STOLEN BASES - Harper, Sea. 35,
Canwerieris, Oak., 29; Foy. K C.. IL
Kelly, K.C., 19; Clarke, N.Y., 14.
PITCHING (5 Decisions) - McNally,
Ben.. P.O. 1.0001 Lyle, Bost., 5-0, 1000;
Ltndblad, Oak., 54. LOX; Laicht, Del..
7-1, .575; Phoebus, Bait., ri.171
4 STRIKEOUTS-McDowell, Cleve., 104;
Culp, Bost., 96; Logich, Det 95; McLain.
Det., $2. Boswell, Minn., 74.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING (150 at bats)-MAlou, Pitt,
.366; A.Johnson, Cin., .354; McCovey.
National League
Bast
W I. Pct. GS
Chicago a 23 435 -
New York 33 V .550 VW
Pittsburgh 14 30 .531 6W
St. Louis 31 32 .492 9
Philadelphia 34 35 .407 14
Montreal 16 44 367 32Vi
Weal
Atlanta 37 25 311 -
Les Aroldet 16 26 All 1
Cincinnati 32 36 352 3
S Francisca 34 2$ .54 3
Houstat 31 36 46.1 VA
San Disco 26 42 .3112 14
Itagelta
St. LOWS 3, Mantreel 3
New York 6, Phtladiphla S
Cincinnati g, Francisca 7
Houston 4, San Diem 2
Other clubs net scheduted.
Talkers Nom
St. Lads (Gibson P3) et New York
(*wan 2-e). night
Pittsburgh (Bunning 44) at Philadel-
OW (Fryman 6.2), night
Maltreat (Robertson 14) at meat*
(Hand, 5.4)
San FrenchKe (McCormick 4-31 at Alt
tants (Reed 6-5), night
Los Angeles (Drysdale 2-2) d Cincin-
nati (Fisher 241, night
San Digs (Kirby 2-7 and MN 14) et
Neonglgas (Olorker H and OW ,2). 2,
American League
saHienesir
Boston
Detroit
New York
Washington
Cleveland
Oakland
Minnesota
Seattle
Chicago
Kansas City
California
Sea
• L
47 .17
311 24
34 25
72 33
31 35
22 37
Wee
33%
3477
27 31
26 33
25 37
20 39
Pd.
J3I
413
..676
47i
.470
.373
.500
.SS7
.413
.441
.33I
Riniolts
Ba ti more 2, Wash Moan 0
Boston 3. Cleveland 0
New York 5,
Minnesota B California 1
Chicago 13. Seattle 10
Other clubs not scbedtAed.
OS
Sell
Iota
17
7
13
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ACCEPTING A CHALLENGE by members of the school's all-
star kick ball league, the teachers have a go at it at the
Walter Allen school in Milwaukee, Wis. Attempting to kick
is Miss Etartara Drollinger.
Tatars llamas
Minnesota ( Boswell 5.7 at Oak land
(Nash 4-31, night
Chicago (Jahn 4-S end Edmenson 041 et
California (Murphy 4-4 and Weehburn ID-
OL 2. twi-tillpst •
Kansas City (15iftler 3-2 end Dunker 2-31
at Seattle (Talbot 1-2 and Geinar 04), 2,
tvilmight
Washington (Coleman 3-0) at Detr011
(McLain 10-5), night
New Yak (Peterson 5-71 at Boston
(Nosy 3-0), night
Lattimore (Phoebes 7-1 and Palmer S.
2) at Cleveland (Taint 34 aid Kaman 1-
23. 3. tranalsIM.
VETS SUSPENDED
TORONTO UPI -SevenThen vet-
erans of the Toronto Argonauts'
were suspended Wednesday for
failing to report to training head-
quarters. The players stayed
away in an effort to force the club
to meet their demands of $60
weekly for pre-season football
practice plus $40 weekly for the
32 players comprising the final
roster.
COACHES INVITATION
WEST POINT UPI - The East
has invited fullback Charlie Jar-
vis and linebacker Ken Johnson
to play in the annual Coaches
WILL INSTRUCT DELEGATES
MELBOURNE, Australia UPI-
The Australian Lawn Tennis
Association said Wednesday it
would instruct its delegates at
next month's international fede-
ration meeting to oppose a move
by the United States that would
allow professionals to share
receipts of open tennis tourna-
ments.
All-America football game at At-
lanta, June 29. Jarvis led the
Cadets in scoring the last two
years and Johnson was captain
...of the 1968 team which posted a
7-3 record.
"The Best In Service ... Best of Gasoline" tram
641 SUPER SHELL SERVICE
Across from Jerry's Restaurant - Phone 753-9131
Max McCuiston • We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
S.F., .352; Steeped, Pin., .351; Bench.
.3.50.
RUNS - Wynn. Kant., 52; Kissinger,
Chic., al; Perez, Cm.. 46; M.Alou. Pitt.,
46, 8.Williams. Chic.. 45; McCOvey, S.F..
is
RUNS BATTED IN-Banks. Chic., 56;
Santo, Chic., 52; MCCovey, S.F., 51;
Titian, CM., 17; LAIlay, Ctn., 15.
HITS - M.AltaJ. Pitt., 101; &Johnson.
CM. 114; Tolan, Cin., g4; Kessinger, Chic.,
Si; Perez, Ctn., SO.
DOUBLES-M.Alou, Pitt., 23; KessInger,
Cttic., 20; H.Aaron. All.. 111; Brock, St.L.,
16; Starved!, Pat, IS.
TRIPLES - Teton, CM.. 7; R.Jecksan.
All.. 3; Gaston, S.D., 5; 7 tied with 4.
HOME RUNS - McCovey, S.F. 21;
Llaay, CM., 30; R.Alleri, Phil., 111;
HAaron, All,. 11; Wynn. Heusi.. U.
STOLEN BASES - Bra*, St.L., 27;
Wills, L.A., 19; Bonds, S.F., III; Morgan.
Naval., 15, R.Jackson, All.. 10.
PITCHING 15 Decisions) - Holtzman.
Chic.. 10-1. .909; Stone. Att. 6-1, .1137;
Baldschun. S.D., 6-1, .857; Abernathy.
Chic.. 4-1. .1100; McGraw, N.Y. 4-1, SOO;
Mark-hal, S.F., 5.2. .1100.
STRIKEOUTS-Singer. L.A. 116; Jenk-
ins, Chic., 110; Gibson, St.L. 105; Sof-
ten, LA., 96; D.Wilson, Hoist., IS.
MILWAUKEE UPI - The first
Inter national Speed Skating sprint
championships will be held here
next February and will draw
between 60 and 100 skaters from
14 nations': Phil Krumn, president
of the U. S. unit, said Thursday
the meet would be held on the
weekends of Feb. 21-22 and Feb.
28-March 1.
CYPRESS SPRINGS
RESTAURANT
Formerly Morgan's)
FEATURING...
KENTUCKY LAKE CATFISH
BROASTED CHICKEN
SEAFOOD & STEAK DINNERS
-- OPEN --
TUESDAY thru SUNDAY
CLOSED EACH MONDAY
Private Dining Room Available
436-5496
LOUIE & SUE WILLIAMS - OWNWERS
NOW, WE'RE BIG ENOUGH TO PICK ON
IMPALA, GALAXIE AND FURY.
Come in today and see some other things the guy down the street
can't compete with ...where everything's going for you.
CAIN TREAS
()for Sales
1/4 Mi.-From Univ. Jim Gregory, Salesman Mayfield Rd. •t.
•
AP^
•
•
•
PAOK POIM
Every day is
- I Mother's Day
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I agree with your mother who said to you
when you were yam, "Deal buy me anything for Mother's
Day—I don't need anything."
I am that kind of mother, too, and I'm sure there are
many mothers just like me. Mother's Day [like (hriebnas)
has become so commercialized it's lost its intessisg.
downright embarrassing to be bombarded as all skies with
"gifts" just because a date was circled on the caleadar, andA• all the ads have urged you to buy this analog kr Mabee on
S "her" day.
I love spmailimius gifts at odd times which come to me
fa alp leelltlea die ef my children saw smaandlig he thought
9 Illethar's Day hits me an wrong My. It's bow
lainit Yaw Sather every clay at the year that main'at comb.
There is something sad about the nether• -
t "bemired" once a year. Bur eildren buy bw a anew aid
take her out for Soft dhow% het the slis and waib a,
whole year before they do it agaia, Ak_monsia_
DEAR- ABBY: That letter from the women Who wrote
'I: to say that her "mother" never ahead an opportunity to
01
44
1P
li
 
maid her that she was adopted, hit a sympathetic note with
me bemuse my problem is just the opposite.
We have an adopted daughter who never misses an
Ipportheity to remind us that she is adopted, so she is not
redly tabbed to in
Abby, we adopted her as a tiny baby, and she has meant
the world to us. But we most have failed somewhere along
the way because apparently we don't mean very much to
her.
We have no grandchildren as yet, but if the marries and
has children I am sure the will tell them that they aren't
Mated tees either.
Whet eon we say? JUST A MOTHER
DEAR MOT: Ti. can say that we *se picks his
relethes—he has to take what be gels, whams as adopted
child is "closet." so what's se —106- dd shed beteg
-related"?
DEAR ABBY: I'll bet I wasn't the only en -wile
"served" with a recent column of yours instead of a child
support check You stated that there was a 30 day "grace"
period, and no ex-wife bad a legal right to yell untikher "ex
was 30 days late with the check
Until your column appeared my "ex" was a* two al
three weeks late with has child support checks, but, new Iv
bet he'll be four. ,& •
My "ex" pays "berme support" first at nearby
duadracks, and when be can't get there personally, be sends
his contribution with his bookie. Bully for the guy who pays
awry week I wish mine did.
"HOLES IN THE SHOES IN ANION"
DEAR HOLES: Sam abed that, bet I didn't
renounced that all eldid.emperters wait New weeks. I
einaply published a letter trees a reader who claimed that his
lawyer advised him that his "ex" bed an legal right to yell
intil he was 30 days late.
DEAR ABBY: This is for NW' — Ski girt
who went from one affair to amber, the average eddies
behig two modhs, then Leven wEli sex) it led the know.
She says she quit that kind of behavior, not become it's
Immoral, but 'because it's smart.
Like "Both Sides Now" I had several affairs of short
did sties but I don't go that route anymore. All I needed was
the assurance that "everybody ISN'T doing it." Thank you so
much for printing that letter ALSO BOTH SIDES
Everybody has a problem. What's yews? For a perusalreply write to Abby. Box 1•704, Las Angeles, CaL Meek andenclose a damped, self-addressed envelope.
For Abby's booklet. "How m Have a Lovely Weddialt.”send et to Abby, Ben Mee, Los Angeles, Cal. MIL
Diana Lynn Beck Is
Honored At Shower
Community Center
Miss Diana Lynn Beck, July
bride-elect of Guinn Jones, was
the honoree at a tea shower June
'14 at the Community Center OD
Ellis Drive. The hostesses were
Mrs Philip Harrell and Miss,
Aileen Jones.
The honoree chose to wear
a Light blue dress with white
trim and she was presented a
corsage of white daisies. Mrs.
Holman Jones, mother of the
groom-elect , was dressed in
pink and wore a corsage of pink
daisies.
Misses PhylLs and Jana Harr-
ell asked the guests to sign the
Brides Book, a gift of the host-
esses.
Gifts were displayed on tables
covered with white and pink clot-
hs. A white cloth overlaid with
pink net covered the tea table
which was centered with an arr-
angement of pink daisies and
babies breath in a silver bowl.
Pink candies in silver candelabra
completed the decorations. Mrs.
Cletus Colson and Miss Cindy
Colsoeessisted with the serving.
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Miss Anne Sturm Becomes The Bride Of
Richard P. Kruger In Lovely Ceremony
MRS. setcHsio P. KROGER
Miss Anne Sturm became the
bride of Richard P. Kruger on
'Saturday. June 7, at four-thirty
o'clock in the afternoon in an
impressive ceremony at the
First United Methodist Church
In Murray.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs, Paul Sturm of Mur-
ray and the groom's parents are
Mr. and Mrs. Robert P. Kruger
of tiledarvville. Indiana.
Rev. Morrison Galloway of
Murray performed the cinubie
ring ceremony with the Reverend
Paul 11, Meyer m of Chicago,
cousin of the bride, assisting
him.
The church was decorate411111h
altar vases of white daisies 11111.
greenery on each side flanked by
two seven branched candelabras.
The white way extended from the
altar to the ante-room.
Organ music was presented
by Mrs. Maxine Clark and feature
ed selections from Handel, Bach
and Franck. Mrs. Clark accom•
panted her husband, Larrie
rk, when he sang Schubert's "Ave
Maria" and Barnby's "0 Perfect
Love." Both the processional
and recessional were Voluntar-
ies by Purcell.
gifts during the afternoon.
Fifty friends called and soli.
Bride's Dress
The bride was given in D1117:
iage by her father, Paul W.
Sturm. She wore a full length
gown of white silk organza de-
signed with a Victorian collar
and fitted bodice of reembroid-
ered Alencon lace. The sleeves
were bracelet-length puffed with
wide cuffs. The natural waistline
released a shirred skirt of Or-
ganza with graduated tucks. The
gown was accented by. a full
fan-shaped train which cascaded
from the back waistline. Her
elbow-length veil of white silk
illusion bordered by the Alencon
lace was worn Mantilla style.
She carried a cluster of white
rosebuds surrounded by white
daisies in a French bouquet.
Miss Martha Kaye Wallis, dau-
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. LaVerne
Wallis of Murray, served as
maid of honor. Her vevm was of
dotted swiss organza in pastel
pink with an empire waistline
accented by a velvet" ribbon,
short puff sleeves and scoop
neckline, She wore a large silk
organdy garden hat accented by
a large bow in tack. She carried
a basket of natural straw filled
with mixed spring flowers.
Miss Ann Griffin, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Maur ice Humphrey,
served as bridesmaid. Her gown
was dotted swiss organza in pas-
tel green styled like the maid of
honor and with matching silk
organdy garden hat. Her flowers
were in a natural straw basket
 patterned alter the maid of hose
WALLIS DRUG
Phone 753-1273
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
We Have It — We Will Get It —Or It Can't Be Had
COLLEGE CLEANERS
1411 Olhre Blvd.
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
Truly Mae donning Plisse 7$34111111
* Executive Shirt Service *
-
a
or's.
Miss Susan Sparks, daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. Harry Sparks
of Murray, served also as a
bridesmaid. Her gown was dotted
Swiss organza in pastel yellow
styled like the maid of honor's
and with matching silk organdy
garden hat in yellow. Her flowers
were also like the other brides-
maid's and the maid of honor's.
Little Miss Diane Matter, dau-
ghter of Rev. and Mrs. Charles
Matter of St. Louis and cousins
of the' bride, served as flower
girl. She was In blue with her
dress, hat and flowers styled
like the bridesmaid's and maid
•r
• 1;11A-.4.4.-1:
of honor's.
Thomas Kruger of Hammond,
Indiana, served his cousin as
best man. Max Steele of Med-
aryville, Indiana, and Terry Mc-
Dowell of Deer Creek, Indiana
served as groomsmen.
Bill Sturm of Murray, brothqp
of the bride, and Bill Hurley f
Indianapolis, Indiana, brother-in-
law of the groom, served as ush-
ers.
The mother of the bride wore
a dress of pink ribbon in floral
design over net and taffeta and
a corsage of pink rosebuds. The
mother of the groom wore blue
silk with matching accessories
and a corsage of yellow roses,
Mrs. Maurice Humphrey dir-
ected the wedding.
Wedding Buffet
Immediately following the we-
dding at the home of the bride's
rents a buffet was served to
all the guests.
The decor was carried out in
cower and brass with floral
arrangements. The bride's table
held a five tiered cake topped
with a built-up arrangement of
fresh daisies and fresh daisies
were laid alongside with smilax
encircling the cake. large brass
candlesticks were edrwined with
smilax interspersed with pastel
colored spring flowers. The
buffet table had as its center a
floral arrangement of snap dra-
gons, baby breath and pastel
spring flowers.
Mr. Clark sang selections
from various musical comedies
accompanied by Mrs. Clark, thr-
oughout the festivities.
Punch was served from a cop-
per punch howl surrounded with
smilax. Mrs. Paul Meyer II of
Chicago and Miss Martha Sturm
of St. Louis, aunts of the bride,
presided at the punch bowl.
Presiding at the coffee service
was Mrs. Charles Kruger of
Munster, Indiana , aunt of the
groom.
Mrs. Walter Mason of Colu-
mbia, Missouri, aunt of the bride
served the wedding cake which
was fresh apple,
Mrs. William E. Hurley, of
Indianapolis, Indiana, sister of
the groom, kept the guest Twis-
ter .
Others assisting were Miss
Esther Mason, Columbia, Miss-
ouri, aunt of the bride, Mies
Vici Buchan, Waterloo, Iowa and
Mrs. Charles Mittler, St. Louis,
Mo., cousin of the bride and
mother of the flower girl.
Other out of town guests were:
Charles Kruger, Munster, India.
ha, uncle of the groom, Mr. and
—Mrs. Otto Stengel, Milwaukee,
Wis., Jim Ellis, Medaryville,
Ind., Rick Schwein of Hayes,
Kansas, Miss Connie Davis, Lex-
ington, Charles Obermeyet, St.
Louis, Missouri and Rev. Paul
Meyer II of Chicago , Ill., father
of the assisting minister, grand-
father of the flower girl and
uncle to the bride.
The bride attended the Lniver-
sity of Kentucky and received her
Bachelor of Journalism from the
University of Missouri, Colum-
bia, Mo. Her social sorority is
Alpha Chi Omega.
The groom received his Bach-
elor of Science in electrical en-
glimmering at the University
Missouri. He is a member
Tau Beta Pi and Eta Kappa Nu,
both electrical engiaetring hop-
I Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . . .
atmariefe
PERSONALS
Fred T. Doughty of Murray
has been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
• • •
Mrs. Jimmy Garland of Mur-
ray Route Three has been dis-
missed from Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
• • •
Gene Pace of Hardin Route
One has been a patient at the
Western Baptist Hospital, Pa-
ducah.
•••
Label it leather for the winter
days ahead. Leather trims,
leather goes into the makings of
whole garments, leather shines
or it is dull-finished suede.
Jacques Tiffeau, designer at New
York's Tiffeau & Busch, shows
teatbifr evening clothes, their
midriffs hared, and thongs of
leather being the naked area.
oraries. His social fraternity is
Kappa Delta Rho.
The couple will be at home
at Columbia, Missouri, where
the grown is attending the Univ-
ersity of Miseneri and the bride
is Director of Public Relations
at a nearby college.
Prenuptial Parties
Prenuptial events included a
dessert at the Holiday Inn on
June 6th after the rehearsal for
twenty-seven guests which was
hosted by the grooms parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Kruger of
M edaryville, Indiana
The bridesmaids' Luncheon
was given by Mesdames Maurice
Humphrey, LaVerne Wallis, H.J.
Bryan, John PLSCO and Harry
Sparks at Oakhurst, the home
of the Sparks, at eleven o'clock
in the morning on, Saturday, June
7 for the bridesmaids and out
of town ladies who had come for
the wedding.
At this occasion, the bride-
elect presented gifts to her maid
of honor and bridesmaids which
were large framed samplers em
broidered by the bride. To the
little flower girl, she gave a
white gold locket.
Arrangements of magnolia we-
re used on the table. EighteeniS
guests attended this luncheon.
Friday, June
Stag Night will be held at the The Girls of Woodcraft group
Oaks Country Club at seven p. of Woodman of the World made
m. For steak dinner reservations their second trip to Lake Winne-
call Walter Jones 753.4358,Jini pesaukah , Chattanooga, Term.,
on Wednesday, June 11. Mrs.
753-1363, James A. Parker was in charge
of the group.
Others enjoying the day's act-
ivities at the Park included: Jane
Farley, Jane Ann Turner, Cindy
P7i 753-1517 or 753-4647
Girls Of Woodmen
Make Trip To Lak
Winnepesaukah
Bryan 753-8280, or Don Grogan
30
• • •
The New Hope Homeraakten
Club will meet at the Parts
Landing State Park at 8:30 p.m.
• • •
Saturday, Arno 21
i.e Calloway County Shrine
Club will meet at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. William Moffett,
Peroranta Shores, at 8:30 p. a
Music for dancing will be be
e Calloway County Playboys
Sunday, June 22
The Murray Business and Pro-
fessional Women's Club will
have breakfast at the Holiday
Inn at 8:30 a.m. honoring the
Mate, president, Mrs. Ledean
Hamilton. Call Mrs. James Shel-
ton or Mrs. Vance for reaervat
ions by June 18.
• • •
Open house will be held at
the old Calloway County Court
House on ChestnutStreet from.sir, to 
five
 p
• • •
.
Monday, June
A swim party and wiener
roast will be held for the seven-
th and eighth grades of the Cal-
loway County Country Club
from one to five p. m. Each
member may invite we non-
member guest and a charge of
twenty-five cents per person
will be made. Hosts and hos-
tesses are Tommy Keller, Jay
Kennedy, Mike Alexander, Lee
Stewart, Mark Thurman, John
Brunk, Jana Jones, Nancy Fit-
ch, Julie Oakley, Mary Alice
Doran, Donna Knight, and Mi-
chelle Richardson.
•••
Tuesday, June 24
The Tau Phi Lambda sorority'
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Glenda Smith at seven p. m.
• • •
Wednesday, June 23
The ladies day luncheon will
be served at noon at the Callo-
way County Country Club. Hos-
tesses are Mesdames Jack Be-
lot., chairman, Wayne Doran,
William Barker, H. J. Bryan,
Joe Dick, Donald Hilitter, Jack
)3. Kennedy, James U. Lassiter,
U. Meters:7o, John N. Pur-
dom , Bethel Richardson, and
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Brandon, Paulette Hooke, Beanie
Cahoon, Cheryl Ann Lewis.Beedy,
Futrell, Amanda Hake, Gibs CleP
aver, Lisa Cleaver, Margaret
McCullon, Martha McCullon,
Cindy Leslie, Teresa Paschall,
Kim Suiter, Gem Jobs, Lisa
Smith, Teresa Smith, soaya Hen-i
don and Teresa Erwin,
Vicki Brandon, Jan Garrison, ,
Penny Moody, Jan Ctuutingham,
Melodie Cunningham, Cbley1
Holsapple, Carolyn Smith, Tara"
my Bell, Donna Tucker, Phyllis
Mohler, Gene Locke, Jill Fol.
well, Bobbie Smith, Mitzi Cathy,
Mary Ann Jones, Teresa Cunn-
ingham, Evie Erwin, Terri Er-
win, Lila Jones, Shelby Sutter,
Jo Leslie, Juanita Stallons, Mrs.
James Parker and Bill McGour-
ley,
Stub Wilson.
• .0 •
Thursday, June 26
The Magazine Club will meet
at the Woman's Club house at
2:30 p. m. with Mrs. Carlisle
Cutchin as hostess.
•I•
Friday, Jun. V
The Harris Grove Homemak-
ers Club will have a family
picnic at the City Park at 7:30
p. m.
Banker's gray flannel makes a
comeback in feminine fashions
for fall and winter. This medium
tone gray shows in suits, coats,
dresses, and in pants aids in
major New York collections.
WRINKLES REMOVES
IN 3 NINTH
Now, available to you, REVEAL,
n ine7
a new acientific cosmetic which
Ian t your wasore r wrinkles tem-
warily i just 3 minutes and_i_lgth
lads up to 8 hours. Apply'
REVEAL as directed to your
forehead, around your eyes, and
neck and watch the years dis-
appear as the lines, crows feet
and puffiness disappear in just
3 minutes. REVEAL is sold
with a strict money back guar-
antee if not satisfied for any
mason. Just return the pack-
age to your druggist. GET RE-
VEAL TODAY AND LOOK
YOUNGER TONIGHT. Sold
ly by:
HOLLAND DRUG STORE
MURRAY, MAIL ORDERS
FILLED
-1111161111111111adith,1111 WI
71-IIS IS A
COMMUNITY
L et us welcome you!
Linda Adams
Phone 753-2371
se
•
GRIffIklAW11. NQVILTIES.
f26 Pat Avenue, Paducah.
CONCRETE AND POTTERY
Largest Selectio I West Kentucky
OUR TRADE-INS
1968 Super Sport 396 Chevelle 2-Door Mop. 4-speed, mag wheels. Oneowner. Blue. We sold it new. New car trade-in.  '2,475
1968 Camaro 2-Door Hardtop. 327 V-8 engine, 3-speed in the floor. Dark
green, black vinyl top. We sold it new. 1 owner, 11,000 miles. '2,075.
1968 Impala Custom 2-Door Hardtop. 327 V-8 engine. Turbo-hydramatictransmission, power steering, s2a frost green with black vinyl top.One owner. Ky. tags. New car trade-in. 14,000 actual miles. Originalspare never been down  
.2,
1965 Impala 4-Door Sedan. Power steering, power brakes, PowerGli7de,V-8. Tracte in on '69 Chevy. Ky. tags.  
su5.
1965 Bel Air 4-Door Sedan. 6-cylinder, standard transmission. Green andwhite. Trade in on new pickup. Ky. tags. 
1964 Ford Galaxie 500 2-Door Hardtop. White, V-8,
air-conditioned. New car trade-in. Georgia tags.
,
automatic, factory
  '1,075
1963 Olds 2-Door Hardtop. Power steering, air conditioned, dark !::.l7u5.eNew car trade-in. Ky. tags. Low mileage.  
9
CHECK OUR TRADE-IN ALLOWANCES FOR YOUR PRESENT CAR.
— THE DIFFERENCE IS WHAT COUNTS!! —
er Ise J. H. (HARDEMAN) NIX - CHARLIE JENKINS - CLYDE STEELE
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC Allay
So 12th St MURRAY,RE KY753-2617
•
•
lb
4
•
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JET FLYING BELT — Robert F. Courter, Jr., chief of
Small Lift Devices Flight Operations at Textron's Bell Aero-
systems Company, Buffalo, N.Y., maneuvers a feasibility
model of the company's jet-powered back pack individual fly-
ing system. Designated the Jet Flying Bait, the man-portable
unit was designed, built and flight tested by Bell under icon-
* tract sponsored by the Defense Department's Advanced Re-
search Projects Agency and administered by the U. S. Army
Aviation Systems Command.
it
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McCREARY
SCOT SUPER HAWK
• Bias-belted Construction Polyester and
Fiberglass Cord • Premium Mileage
• Xtra Wide Tread (Series 78) • Quiet Ride
SIZES TO FIT
COMPACT
TO
CADILLAC
Pries
__
F 71-14 $24.95
0-71-14 $23.91
14-71-14 $27.95
P-71-15 $34.95
0-711-15 123.95
14-71-15 $27.95
J-74-15 $211.95
Size
0
Tan
OVER
IASI TIRES
IN STOCK
Plus Federal Tax 
SERVICE STATION
& TIRE CENTER
Highway 641 North Phone 753-2721
1967 PLYMOUTH Fury HI 2-Dr. Hardtop. 20,000
actual miles. One owner Tennessee car.
^p as a brier!
1967 PONTIAC Catalina 4-Dr. Sedan. One own-
er, local car. Slick as a hound's tooth!
1966 CADILLAC Sedan DeVille Hardtop. Full
power, factory air. Clean as new!
1966 BUICK Riviera. Full power, factorair
Clean as a whip!
1968 OLDSMOBILE 98 Holiday Coupe. Full pow-
er, factory air. 1 owner, local car. Sharp!
1985 CHEVROLET Impala 2-Door Hardt o p.
Double power. Factory air. It's a little
honey!
1965 RAMBLER Ambassador 4-Door Sedan,.
Double power and factory air. Tenneereee
car. Sharp!
1962 CHEVROLET Bel Air 4-Dr. Sedan. Straight
shift, 6-cylnider. A little Jewel with a low
price tag!
1962 CADILLAC 4-Door Hardtop. Ruff as IL
cob and cheap as dirt!
Large Selection of New Cars
Going at Bargain Prices!
SANDERS-PURDit
Authorized Dealers—for
Cadillac - Oldsmobile - Pontiac
1406 Main Street Mime 7634315
THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Hang Ups
HIS HANG-UP is a wall of perforated paneling that holds shelves, paintings, a clock,
lamp, calendaT clipboard. Hearthside walnut woodgrain finish is extremely decorative.
That Expand
Storage Space
By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
QOLVING storage problems
Is enough to make the av-
erage woman climb walls. And
why not" It's a great idea!
When all other stowaway
possibilities have been ex-
hausted, walls stand ready to
serve storage needs. Equip
them with specially perforated
panels that are decorative as
well as useful and walls can
be used for a variety of hang-
ups.
O The paneling. which
comes in sheets 4R" wide by
96" high, is 1,4 inch thick.
Holes are perforated on l"
centers starting at wainscot
height and proceeding to the
top of the panels. The holes
accommodate standard hooks
and brackets so you can hang
shelves, paintings, toys, all
sorts of things.
• The nicest thing about
these panels is that they are
moat attractive. Available in
good looking wood finiahes,
such as walnut, white wood
and butternut, they also come
In a textured finish that has
the look and feel of a home-
spun fabric and can be paint-
ed to match your color scheme.
Where can you use panels
to store more things' They
'It into Just about every room
in the house.
• Try them to house
handy man's tools in the work-
'shop. Use Them in the kitchen
to shelve spices n d platters
or hang lip pots, pans and
utensils. Add them in a
child's room for hobby equip-
ment and sporting goods. SUCh
as fishing rod, tennis racket
or baseball mitt.
• use them in the living
room to hang paidtinga or
book shelves. Place a panel
near the service entry with,
hooks for clothing. Use them
in the laundry to shelve de-
tergents, bleaches. etc. The
US.Plywood
PERFORATED PANELS enable you to store more in kit-
chen. Here, the support spice shelves and pots and pans.
possibilities are endless.
As a plus, the paneling
makes it possible to rearrange
,hang-ups. You can switch
pictures, raise or lower shelves
merely by moving hooks or
brackets to new holes in the
perforated panels
Hospital Report
ADULTS 94
NURSERY 7
JUNE 17, 1969
ADMISSIONS
Hayden Morris, Rte. 6, Mur
ray; Mrs. Linda Kaye Eldridge,
& Baby Girl, Pecan Trl. Crt.,
Mayfield; Miss Jane B. Brandon,
722 Sycamore, Murray; Master
Bryan White, Rte. 2, Hazel, Mrs.
bier Louise Hill, Almo; Mrs
Virgie Mae York, Rte. 1, B
ton; Mrs. Sarah Edwards, 1307
Vine, Murray; Larry W. Wilson;'
Rte. 5, Murray; Donald S. Ste-
ffey, 412 So. 5th St., Murray;
Vernon Hale, 713 Olive, Murray;
Joseph H. Boggess, Rte. 4, Mur-
ray; Bruce Crain, 900 Poplar,
Murray; Mrs. Fronie Miles, Rte.
2, Hazel; Mrs.Lula Hutchens,
1309 W Main, Murray:
DISMISSALS
FRIDAY — JUNE 20. 196
BEATEN ON BEAT—Beaten and stabbed during a disturbance
in which three policemen were shot in the Oak Park section
of Sacramento, Calif., Sacramento Union newsman Hoyt
Elkins phones in his story from the Medical Center. The dis-
turbance apparently started when some youths began snip-
ing from a car, police said
Miss Jane Brandon, 722 Syca-
more, Murray; Mrs. Willena
Tillman, Wells Hall MSU, Mur-
ray; Miss Janice Burkeen, Rte.
6, Murray; Rex Dowdy, Rte. 1,
Almo; Bill Coleman, 501 South-
lawn Dr. Montgomery, Ala.;
Gerard Rule, Rte. 2, Farming-
ton; Wiley Outland, Rte. 6, Mur-
ray; Mrs. Cecille Marr, New
Concord; Mrs. Bessie Giles, 114
No. 7th St., Murray, Mrs. Sophia
Crass, 1003 Main St., Murray;
Mrs. May Crocker
' 
Puryear, Te.
nn.; Mrs. Ethel Keel, Rte. 1,,
Hazel; Ira E. Keel, Rte. 1, Hazel:
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NURSERY 6
JUNE 16, 1969
ADMISSIONS
Howard Steely, Rte. 1, Murray;
Mrs. Hilda Winchester, Rte. 1,
Lynn Grove; Charles W. Harri-
son, Rte. 2, Kirksey; Mrs . Moss..
ell Jones, 111 No. 9th St., Murray;
Baby Boy Cleaver, 1013 College
Crts., Murray; Mrs. AliceSheri-
dan, 515 So. 4th St., Murray; Cl-
arence E. Phillips, Box 81, Dex-
ter, Mrs. Eunice Morgan, Rte.
6, Murray; Mrs. Ophie Miller,
Rte. 1, Murray; Mrs. Mary P.
Like, Box 277, Hazel; William
W. Houston, Rte. 3, Murray; Mrs.
Lillie M. Houston, 404 So. 16th
St., Murray; Mrs. Mellie If. Hap-
son, Rte. 3, Murray, Miss LuLa
Holland, 303 SO. 6th St., Murray;
Noble W. Crick, Rte. 1, Farming-
ton:
DISMISSALS
Raymond Causey, Rte, 2, Kirk-
sey; Mrs. Loretta Jobs & Baby
Boy, 1611 Olive St., Murray; Mrs.
Clovis Noles, 519 Whitnell, Mur-
ray; Miss Kathleen Patterson,
206 So. 15th St Murray; Mrs.
Gladys Spann, Rte. 4, Murray;
Albert Cassity, Rte. 1, Murray.
Henry B. Adams, Rte. 6, Murray:
ti
Pianist Arthur Rubinstein it
the subject of a 90-minute NBC
special for Sept. 12. The 80.
year-old musician will do the
narration for the program which
will be a blend of his personal
life and performances in variouF
parts of the world.
Some title changes: NBC's
"Walt Disney's Wonderful World
of Color" will become "The
Wonderful World of Disney" in
the fall; "Royal Family" instead
of "The Monarch" is the handle
for the CBS special about
Britain's ruling clan due on Sept.
21; producer Ivan Tors will use
lambo" instead of "Jungle
Tales" for the new ehildren's
stories on pox beginning Sept. 6.
BATTLEGROUND — Army mobility and firepower on the scene near Hue, Republic of Vietnam.
WS. Army photo taken ha rameratitaa of the 101st Airborne Division).
......••••.••••••••••••••••......•• . .
•• WELCOME i. •• .• to • .• . ., CLAXTON TRAILVIEW a •
• •. GROCERY & .•
• 
: ••• •• STANDARD STATION •-
•
, JI
Located on Highway 444. Five
miles east off 121 at Pine Bluff
Shores.
* *
of Fishing and Hunting License
i" Live Bait
o' Groceries
0' Soft Drinksm
i° Picnic Supplies
h° Chevron Gas and
Standard Oil Products
* *
Open Sundays
Week Days - 7 a.m. til 6 p.m.
•
•
•
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••
•
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A Special Purchase
of
SCRIPTIP
FIBER TIP PENS
,Allows us to Slash the Price
arm 4, to 29C
pas
mai
Red or Black
or $2.90 a A Dozen
(Mg Of Match)
I
a
a
a
C
C
a
C•
Ledger & Tines •••
iOffice Supply -Store
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ithe Great Teacher, in a great sermon, taught well, the lesson
of self control. If we tu anger we need not worry about murder.
Anger Is the motive power that leads to murder. How terrible to know
that every angry man is a potential murderer Everyone who is angry
with his brother shall be liable to judgment. Matthew 5:22.
How wild, how intemperate, how satanic, how malicious is an angry mob.
They are men gone amuck and no human can expect fair treatment
from the hot headed. We are a Christian Democracy. That means
everyone of us takes the place of the king or the police officer.
We are. under God, keepers of the peace and of order. When the mob
gathers. don't loin them Take your place by the lonely, the
threatened, and insist the appointed officer deal with him
For every nes merits mstice is America. • wohoom 011oosp000r tookoos Soloed.
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Morning Worship  11:00 air
Sunday Night terrier  7:00 p.a.
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CRUNCH OP TES NAHAHVINE
KIrkseY. Kentucky
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Sunday School  10:00 a.m.
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PIRA? RAPTIAT CHURCH
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Sunday School  530 a.m.
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Proem Meeting. Wednesday 7:10 p.m.
MUST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
111 N. Fifth Street
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Sunday School  9:30 am.
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Murray Warehouse Corp.
Soybean Division
Holmes falla, Cien. Mgr.
E. W. Outland, Supt.
Phone 753-8220
Owens Food Market
THE REST IN CHOICE STEAKS•'We Specialise In Hot Pit 'Subedit"
1400 hialn Street Phone 753-4682
COLONEL SANDERS' 1111CIPII
Kabuki, pied 6pkidesse
4"rrs FINGEFI LICEDF GOOD","
1113 Sycamore 753-7101
Dairy Cheer 
IS
Charcoal Hamburgers - Chicken - Pet Darliequis
Shake.. Splits - Sundaes
1206 Chestnut St. Phone 753-8082
&Nies Cafe
lialkmal Salmi *Ming
Murray Livestock Company
Sale Every Tesoday at 1 pan Phone 760-.5334
Robert Young Herman K. Ellis
Wm. E. Dodson J .W. Young
crimson
Murray Mobile Homes Ward & Elkins Hazel Lumber Company
"We Treat You 0 The Year 0 "
Hazel, Kentucky Phone 492-8121
Kentucky Lake Oil Company
Adders of Illiell OS Praline'
IN, Otacord Phone 7811-1323
Prestcn Harris di David Carter, owners
-Quality Homes Reasonable Prices" RCA Victor - Frigidaire - 1111Syting
409 Maple Street PboOe 763-1713
.....
at
Phone 753-3640 Safeway
Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.
'Toe All Your Fertiliser Nardi"
Murray. Ky Phone 753-1033
Carroll Tire Service
Year URI-Royal The DealerUsed1106 Pogue - I filk. E. of 13 12th - Phone 163-14111
Cain & Taylor Gulf Service
Cars - Albite' Repairs
Day 753-5862 Night 753-36411
Hendon's Service Station
Closed On Sunday
,z7lAit Cain & Tress Motor Salmi
Ambassador. Rebel. Rambler
PIM,. N lirmaseta
No. 44h abrest Phone 753-111121
Top Used CatsMIIIIIICAN quality
Pict Potnts Phone 753-64411
Corvette Lanes, Inc.
B•wiims At Its Best - Fine Feed
1415 Main Street Phone 700-2=
-11011.-
Holiday Restaurant
Aurora, Ky. Phone 474-2226
1
A FRIEND .
Boone's incorporated
The Cleaner Tiers Interested In Yam
641 Super Shall
Ogee il sm. - U:00
Open All Veer
New News Until Nov. 301% 7 &Lt. IS 10 pea
featuring . . .
fr6116 KY. LON Catfish arid Dar-f-Q Ribs
pea
Plea Phase mad Dalleary
an. Mb St. Pli. MAIM
Palace Drive-In
Five Points Phone 113-7902
Murray Wholesale
Grocery Co.
Sholar's Auto Repair
Complete Auto mad Trask Serwiee
20S So 7th Phone 763-1761
West Ky. Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012
Lrelsurst Resort
- Oa mm1 Ms. 'fliammas R. Unarm - drams
PROM 41114-111111 mr 4111-10711
Paschall Truck Lines
Daily Service to Memphis and St Lends
Phone 753-1717
Chiude Vaughn
Thembins and Heating
Commercial and Residential
Repairs & Installation - Oits & Sewer
501 No 4th Phone 753-6168
Stokes Tractor & Imp. Co.
Massey-Ferguson - Sales • Service
Industrial Road Phone 753-1219
-
Indoor Comfort Center. '
Division of Freed Cotham 0o., Ilit.
Heating - Sheet !Metal - Air Conditioning
8th at Chestnut Phone 753-4,130
Clifford's GulfR or...ul  Serviceat..
Free MM. mad Dellmirs
Nye Nieto• Phone 7111-01111Calloway County SoilMeissenImprovement Ass'n
Serving Farm Families Sines 1514
Industrial Road Phone 750-2934
floristShirley .•
Outboard Marina
Jaime= Oetieerd Meters Beale Troller,
Leaches Music
Tom Ciamplata Um* Oamtar•
DINelasil Danami, Mosta* Illt. Maas 7111-157a
REEC:E'S THE STAG &HOPI Flowers for All Occasions
Member F.T.D. ,., 
.,,
502 N 4th St. 753-3361 - A
301 80. 7th Phone 753-3734
cirnipri itiarir
Daniel goone
CHICKEN - REEF - SHRIMP - FISH - HAM
Open 7 Days- 9:01 Am. to 11:00 P.m
Chestnut Street (next to C•pr1) 753-4334
Trenholm's Drive-In
Henny Penny Chen - Mat - Spegnett1
Free Delivery on Orders ot 4280 Mpre
,
or
12th & Chestnut Phone 753-2101
„Hwholcoms...banC. hevrolet, bile.
ere Salwil0 CO *weir
Fitts Mock & Ready Mk Co
annirtibelb. • Rosa, Ms Osourels
111. NM Street nom. 155.4660
South 12th Street - Thom 1111-11611
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FLYING DOWN TO RIO- -Gov. Nelson Rockefeller of NewYork makes his third trip to, South America as an emissaryfor President Nixon and is flanked by Gov. Francisco Negraode Lima of Guanabara State (left) and Brazilian Air ForceCol. V. Alvarez, in Rio de Janeiro. (Radiophoto)
More Whoopee,
ARANSAS PASS, Tex. (UPI).
The world's population of
whooping cranes has increased
to 50 this year, according to
officials of the Aransas Wildlife
Refuge where the birds winter.
The flock of whoopers at
Aransas this year included 44
adult birds and six young birds.
When the annual count of
whoopers began in 1938, there
were only 18.
End of the Line
COPENHAGEN (UPI) -
The last trolley lines in Den-
mark's capital are on their way
out. Only four lines were left
after May 1 and traffic authori-
ties'aaid they'll reach the end
of the line by 1972.
• * •
Maryland has a total of23,943 miles of roads.
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1-Musical
organization
5-Flesh
9-Minor item
11-Solichly
13-Latin
coniunctton
14-Make ready
16-Coespess point
17-Ocit of
Siamese
currency
19-Caudal
appendages
20-Poem
21-Conduct
23-Fondle
24-Hurried
25-Unruly crowds
27.Stige extra
(collo:1)
29-Falsehood
30-Weight of
India
3I-Tree trunks
W 33-Part of flower
35-Change
36-A state (abb. )
38-Let it stand
40-Bitter vetch
41-Place an line
43-Organ of
hearing
44.Teutonic
deity
45-Silly talk
47-Roman gods
48-Kind of
firecracker
50-Slumbering
52-Title of respect
53-Arabian
chieftain
•
DOWN
I Improve
2 Near
3 Short sleep
4 Soil
5 Planet
6-Before
7-Paid notice
8-Delicate
9-Transaction
10-Jumps
II Stops
12-Wait
IS Bakers
product
18-Clothesmakers
20-Manage
22 Napkin
24-Barracudas
26-Golf mound
28 Employ
31-Container
Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle
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32-Dinner 41-Askew
course 42-Otherwise33-Bearlike 45-Youngstermammal
46-Shade tree34 Conductor
35-Vice-President 49 Symbol for
(colloo ) tantalum
37-Cover 51-East Indies
39 Journey (ebb( )
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Is a Good
Piece to do Business
Because PCA is a
Complete Credit Service!
That means you need only look to PCA for ell
your short and intermediate-term credit needs—
no nutty whet they are. Through such carefully
structured loans as OPERATING LOANS.
BUDGETED LOANS, UVESTOCK AND
POULTRY LOANS and INTERMEDIATE-TERM
LOANS—PCA can provide you with the credit toots
to do die Job best—whatever it is.
in eddlliou. you have the advantage of *Inuits*s
with apsoinfinit In both credit end farming
who vie help you nye 'honey by joint *ming
IsseitInIereet oats kiwi This Is one bilusirellionisis
Velf PCA III A 000C/ PLACE TO Dr"
Keys Keel
PRODUCTION
CREDIT ASSOCIATION
306 * 4th Ph 113-6602
MEN'S WEAR
Israeli Styles
Show Contrast
By WALTER LOGAN
TEL AVIV (UPI) - Leonard
Robbins, who runs a chain of
men's clothing stores in the 1,06
Angeles area, is a giant of a man
with bushy sideburns that would
do credit to a Civil War general.
He is perforce a men's fashion
expert, and when he arrived in
Israel he went wild in the market.
Israel is a contradiction of
styles. The men's clothing manu-
factured for export is high style,
with the benefit of Israeli de-
signers and some American ex-
pertise. The clothing sold locally
in a nation faced with the con-
stant threat of war is, to put it
mildly, adequate.
Robbins first went wild over
the leather goods-- butter soft
leather that tailors like cloth
and loaded up with several thou-
sands of dollars worth of coats
and jackets in such colors as
navy blue, honey and bronze.
He also went wild over the
raincoats and added a few more
thousands worth of wash and
wear rainwear with such added
advantages as laminated backs
for waterproofing and shape, and
such details as fully zippered
pockets.
Another buy was in men's
shirts which in Israel must be
produced in two totally different
styles - hard collars and no
specific sleeve lengths for the
European market and soft col-
lars and graduated sleeve lengths
for the American market.
"We've heard a lot about
fashions in European countries
and the fact people are looking
for a different look," Robbins
said. "I've been in business for
34 years trying to give customers
fashion. People travel a lot these
days and see these European
styles and come home and de-
mand them in their local stores.
"I'm not over here looking
for costumes, but looking for
style with quality and refinement.
I was able to find it in the
Emphysema: 
20,000 Deaths
Seen For 1969
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) -
Emphysema. the crippling lung
disease considered by many
medical experts to be the na-
tion's fastest growing health
problem, is expected to kill a-
bout 20,000 Americans this year
-- seven times the number who
died from it a decade ago.
"Next to heart disease. em-
,physema is the second greatest.
cause of disability in the na-
tion.- says Dr. Robert Wright,
associate professor of pathology
at the University of California
Medical Center.
Wright said factors contribu-
ting to the increase in the di-
seise include smoking, air pol-
lution, an increasing proportion
of elderly in the population (em-
physema is most often a di-
sease of males over 50) and
more efficient diagnostic tech-
niques.
In the emphysenia patient,
the lung air sacs are greatly en-
larged and severely deformed.
Overinflated -and less elastic than
normal, they ciuinot expel the
air that has entered the lungs.
"Symptoms include increas-
ing shortness of breath and
coughing." Wright said. "As
the disease advances, dropsy
may appear in the abdomen and
there may be neurological symp-
toms, such as headaches and
,difficult vision.
"Ment depression often ac-
companies the disease as the
victim is forced to reduce his
physical -activity due to the
strain of hard breathing."
Early Treatment
Some chest specialists believe
that if emphysema is detected
in its early -stages and treated
properly, patients may live for
many years without become res-
piratory cripples.
The disease is diagnosed by
using a simple breathing test
called spiromety, analysis of
blood oxygen and carbon
dioxide content, and by chest
X-ray.
.1:,ssential to the treatment
is ridding the patient's environ-
ment of at! avoidable pollut-
ants," said Wright. "This may
mean changing•rbe. or place of
residence. .
"It always means ,giving up
smoking. Other- trestinent me-
. thud, include bronchial dilatont,
breathing-T.:sons. speciA ...‘vr-
co-i• programs and antiliiotH
(BUT I* NOT LiOUR
DO6 SLJEEME! 
vsfAAK
TEACHER RETURNS
ALL THE THINGS SHE
TOOK AWAY FROM
US DURING
THE YEAR
by Charles M. Schulz
I 'THINK THIS COUNTRY LAS5
HAS FALLEN FORME M'I'KI55 I
HAS LEFT HER SPEECHLESS!
Israeli market, whether it was
made in a big modern factory or
hand made in a kibbutz as were
the leather coats."
His Method
"When I came here I was
told there were quality sports-
wear manufacturers," he said.
"The Israeli Government invited
me to what they called a mini-
trade fair at the Shalom Building
in Tel Aviv where 60 leading
manufacturers were on display.
"But a business man has to be
prudent as well so when I found
a line 1 would ask to inspect the
factory to see if it were large
and modern enough to meet the
orders. You have to check on
things like quality control. Then,
too, we had certain specifica-
tions, including American sizings,
the new fashion colors and the
like - for example, the navy.
bronze and honey colors in
leather."
Robbins shops are called Carat
Mena Fashion Clothing and he
operates out of Anaheim, Calif ,
but has three other stores in the
Los Angeles arqa,
The leather goods he bought
from Gershon Shafat who re
duces the coats for the
Tadmor Co., at the Kibbutz
Fin Tzurim 11 miles north of
Tel Aviv. One long double
breasted model was made knee
length with a full belt and two
vertical snap pockets. A single
breasted sports jacket was shaped
and hip length.
The raincoats also were
shaped and not only were in
high styles but were in navy and
honey colors and with details
that meant many hours of hand
labor. The foam used for back-
ing some of the all cotton and
Dacron And cotton mixtures was
thin and supple.
CAPE KENNEDY MARATHON—Australian long distance run-
ner Bill Emmerton leaves 'the Space Center in Houston,Tex., on a 1,046-mile run to Cape Kennedy, Fla., in dedica-tion to the Apollo 11 crew and the Moon-landing mission.The 49-year-old expects to make the jaunt in 26 days.
_ averaging 40 miles a day. ,
Badgering Note
TURKU, Finland (UPI) - A
Turku household found a note
on,their wire fence the morning
after their tame badger disap-
peared. The note read:
"I took away my baby bro-
ther. Yours, Bobby Badger."
* • •
Highway users in the United
States 'Day gasoline taxes at the
ate of $I million an hour and
$9 billion a year.
Fishy Business
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (UPI)-
A paper industry in southwest
Arkansas has agreed to buy
$30,000 worth of fish to replace
a large number killed when one
of the plant's wood-treating
ponds overflowed.
The overflow killed fish for
40 miles along the Little River.
• * •
The state bird of Kansas is
the western meadow lark.
*404,4104
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RICHARD NIXON SLEPT HERE—A wax likeness of PresidentNixon "signs in at a Niagara Falls, Ont., motel after beingrescued from a $700,000 fire at the Burning Springs WaxMuseum across the street. Motel manager Mrs. BarbaraTaylor provides quarters for the noted effigy.
DEMONSTRATION SALE
All 1969 Demonstrators Must Go!
Mercury Marquis 2-Door Hardtop.
Loaded with extras! 12,000 mi.
Mercury Marquis 4-Door Hardtop.
Loaded with extras! Only 60
miles.
New 1969 Comet Sports Coupe.
Sale Price '2,295.
ALL PRICES REDUCED
also . . .
Large Discounts on all New
Mercury. and G.M.C. Trucks
HATCHER AUTO SALES
515 South 12th Street
• • * •
Peanuts®
Nancy
THIS IS
THE LAST
DAY OF
SCHOOL
YOU
SURE
LOOK
HAPPY
ASIDE FROM
VACATION, I'M
HAPPY FOR
ANOTHER
REASON TODAY
Abbie 'N Slats
I MUSTA SLEPT OUT THE
STORM —AN' ..AN' WE AIN'T
MOVI 
N'
' . PROBABLY COME T'
.-cr!EST ON A PEAK „,  
,
Lil' Abner
®   I tti
..!(AIN'T MAH DROOU t. 1_I 'I_  possietE11 
FAMESLY HAVE MAH LEFTOVERS
A H CA I kr 17- URPT-- EAT
IT AU.!!
by R. Van Buren
I SW/FF.' SNIFF.' SMELLS THE W14 I FF
o• GOOD COOK/N', WHICH MEANS
WE'RE CHUCKLE IN A COUNTRY
THAT KNOWS THE PLEASURES
0' EATIN'
a
*71.1 CAN SAY THAT A6/411.4
BATHLESS GROINS
19'
_ Wini)ortn--)
4- 20
by Al Capp
DON'T ̀t#0' TELL
'EM NOT TO BR I NIG
ts/0 MORE, I F •KY
CAN'T SHARE IT
WIF •/ORE LI'L
FAM B ?
'TWOULDN'T
TH RI F FO' ME
tslOT TO HAVE IT,
MERELY BECUZ
10.CA11417!
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pADE ICIGHT
A/ASHCAN WOUNDED BY ARAB ARTILlitY—Elxibe Bonner,27, Lodi, Calif., is treated in Jerson'Iezn's Hadassah Hospital
ease being woueslail VASS Arab artillery peppered a beach
en the Dead Sea HA nines east of the city. (Cobh-photo)
Some Tips on Safe
Of Power Lawnmowers
NEW YORK (UPI) - Some
common-sense rules around pow-
er lawnmowers can help cut the
75,000 accidents attributed to
them annually.
The following list of don'ts
BUST • yisy -- A few
hours after Dr. Ronald Dante
above), 49, actress Lana
Turner's seventh husband.
escaped five shots fired at
him by an unknown gunman
in Hollywood, he was arrest-
ed on felony grand theft
charges. A nightclub hypno-
tist, Dante was wanted for
jumping bail in connection
with an attempted theft of
S18. WO worth of motor boats.
Use
for safety during the mowing
season has been compiled by ex-
perts at The Goodyear' Tire &
Rubber Co.. makers of rubber
belts and tires for mower,:
DON'T PERMIT CHILDREN
around a power mower in oper-
ation. Rotating blades can hurl
objects at speekesceeding 150
mIsh-
DONT LET CHILDREN op-
erate a power mower. Mowers
are not designed foochildren and
are awkward for them to handle.
DON'T WM THE LAWN
Without first cleaning up sticks,
stones, toys and other foreign
obiects that can be propelled by
blades.
DON'T FILO THE GASO-
LINE TANK -Aim the engine
has been running and is still hot.
Spilled gasoline on a hot engine
may catch fire.
DONT LEAVE THE EN-
GINE RUNNING when the mow-
er is unattended.
DON'T OPERATE A MOW-
ER in sneakers or bare feet
Rear hard-toed shoes %hich of-
fer some protection if sour foot
gets caught under the mower.
DONT CLEAN OR ADJUST
mown without disconnecting
the spark plug wire. A slight
turn of the blade could start the
engine.
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Homebuillding Ideas
Get a Big Welcome
By DOROTHEA M.
BROOKS
- NEW YORK (UPI) -
Too many cooks spoil the
broth!
Not always. At least not if
you re the country's largest
builder, designing homes to suit
a wide range of families, with
different ideas of what consti-
tutes good living, and housing
budgets ranging from modest to
lux urious.
In such circumstances, you
welcome ideas and opinions
where you find them, the more
the better. You look for the
best &lir talent you can find,
seeking those with an eve for
the mass market. You ask ques-
tions of the man on the con-
struction crew, the secretaries
in your offices. You quiz
people who've bought and lived
in your houses to find out what
they like - and what they'd
like changed. You invite pros-
pective homebuyers to visit pro-
totype homes and tell you what
they think of your ideas; you
even do a little discreet eaves-
dropping to be sure you get
their candid as well as their
polite opinions. You work with
all sorts of suppliers to come
up with new products and meth-
ods that will provide more house
for lass mosey.
-Dmigmisg homes for the mass
market clearly is no ivory tower
occupation as Charles L.
Biederman describes it.
Biederman is an articulate young
man: seemingly too young for
his title of vice president in
charge of technical services for
Levitt & Sons, Inc. An archi-
tect, Biederman explains he.'grew up in the business with
Levitt," and it is obvious en-
thusiasm for his work is one
ingredient of his success.
Levitt. building in the metro-
politan areas of New York. Phil-
adelphia, Washington, D.C.,
Baltimore, Detroit, Chicago and
Seattle, and in Puerto Rico and
France as well, is involved con-
tinuously in an extensive testing
program.
Biederman says the company
built 12 prototype homes in
1968, with 10 of the 12 now
in production. It plans nine
such experimental houses annu-
ally from now on.
In these prototype homes are
evaluated not only new exterior
and interior design. but new
LENGTHENS PUNCH — A long tube version of the standard MI09 self-propelledhowitzer is undergoing tests at the U.S. Army Weapons Command, Rock Island. Ill.The longer tube (seven feet, 10 iaches longer) increases the range of the weapon 1S,000meters sod reduces the blast effects on the crew and thick. The total length of thenew tab. (MI09E1) is 29 feet, bevels inches. It was made by Watervliet Arsenal, N.Y.Allison Division of General Motors Corp., Cleveland, Ohio, manufactures the MISS self-propelled howitser.
CASTLEBURGERS
2 LARGE HABHIURGER PATTIES ON A TOASTED BUN
WITH LETTUCE, TOMATO, CHEESE, AND OUR
TARTAR SAUCE.
SPECIAL
Saturday,
Sunday
MILKSHAKES
6 for $100
14 9
Deed- &We
DRIVE-IN
For Carryout Phone 753-90511
•
building methods and new pro-
ducts. Those that prove suc-
cessful with the public and eco-
nomically feasible find their way
into Levitt construction acrota
the country, often in higher
priced homes initially, then into
more modestly priced models
as ways are found to adapt
and reduce costs.
The duds live on only in
the test house - like the heated
bathtub. This particular gem
interconnected the heating pipes
and tub with the commendable
idea of keeping both the room
and the bath water cosy. "It
was great," Biederman ex-
plained, '`for folks with asbestos
feet!
A more successful idea is a
recent one that ties together
indoor and outdoor living - and
makes the lady in the kitchen
a part of the fun instead of
isolating her like a slavey. This
new kitchen is tied to the patio
area by means of an extended
serving island. Sliding aside a
partition make the kitchen
of the recreation area -
and greatly simplifies outdoor
eating.
Conversation Pit
•
Another test design that is
proving popular. Biederman said,
is the conversation pit" - a
carpeted, recessed area, with a
.fireplace as its focal point, and.
cushioned built-in seating. De-
signed for quiet conversation,
apparently it s something many
people find appealing in these
days when life seems to involve
much frantic, sometimes point-
less, sound and activity.
,Being tested currently in a
giOnp of experimental homes
near Levitt's Stony Brook de-
velopment on New York's Long
Island, are a wide variety of
new products - ideas such as
lightweight polyurethane plas-
tic ceiling beams, glued to the
recreation room ceiling. Indis-
tinguishable from the genuine,
massive, expensive article, these
substitutes bring the luxury of
beamed ceilings within reach of
even a modest budget.
A variety of floor materials
are being evaluated, including
Vermont slate, quarry tile from
Italy, and sheet vinyl that simu-
lates brick flooring. Some
rooms have parquet wood float-
iris, but with a difference -- a
thin, protective film of plastic
makes it possible to preserve
the polished look with a mini-
mum of effort.
Alany of the products tested
are designed with high style and
work saving for the homemaker
as twin g•oals - low-maintenance
plastic laminate kitchen cabinets
with a reverse printed wood
grain, for instance, or quarry
tile kitchen counters; man-made
marble for bathroom vanity
counters.
Outside, hand split cedar
shingles are being tested on a
roof. They may not make the
grade in mass produced. moder-
ate priced houses because of
cost. But Levitt is testing. also.
asphalt shingles with a wood
grain that gives the same effect
at a lower cost. Other ex-
terior products being tested in-
clude fireproof, mineral-fiber
shingles that look like wood.
12-inch plywood planks applied
as horizontal siding to give a
rough-textured appearance at
reasonable coat. N ertical rough -
sawn plywood with 2 by 3-inch
battens 'also is being tested. with
both redwood and cedar under
consideration.
At the entrance of the pro-
totype homes, the builders have
experimented with a variety 'of
doors and. Biederman Pins. the%
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In Time of Emergekcy
Supplies for Home Fallout Shelter
Called' Vital Part of Preparedness
Supplies and equipment
stockpiled in home fallout shel-
ters, or readily at hand to take
to home shelters, would be
vitally necessary for shelter
occupants to be self-sufficient
tn event of a nuclear attack.
And persons in home shelters
would have to he more on their
own than those in public shel-
ters, where a variety of sup-
plies, equipment and skills
would probably be available.
During the period of up to 2
weeks after an attack in which
people would have to stay in
fallout shelters to avoid harm-
ful levels of radiation, they
could not do without water,
food, sanitation supplies, and
any special medicines or foods
required by family members
(such as insulin, heart tablets,
dietetic food and baby food).
In addition to the absolute
necessities, there are other
items that could save lives or
at least would add a degree of
comfort.
This article tells what major
supplies and equipment, both
cssential and desirable, that
people in a home fallout shelter
would need.
Complete List of Supplies
WATER. This is even more
important than food. Enough
water should be available to
give each person at least 1
quart per day for 14 days.
Store it in plastic containers,
or in bottles or cans. AlLahould
be tightly closed. Part of
the water supply might be
"trapped" water in the pipes
of a home plumbing system,
and part of it might be in the
form of bottled or canned
beverages, fruit or vegetable
juices, or milk. A ..water-
purifying agent (either water-
purifying tablets, or 2 percent
tincture of iodine, or a liquid
chlorine household bleach con-
taining hypochlorite as its only
active ingredient) should also
be stored. This is in case it is
necessary to purify any cloudy
or "suspicious" water that may
contain bacteria.
FOOD. Enough food should
be kept on hand to feed all
shelter occupants for 14 days,
including special foods needed
by infants, elderly persons,
and those on limited diets.
Most people in shelter can get
along on about half as much
food as usual. If possible, store
Replacement Periods for Foods
MILK: Meath.
Evaporated 6
Nonfat dry or whole dry 01111,.
In metal container 
CANNED MEAT. POULTRY.
FISH:
Meat. Poultry Is-
Fish . 12
Mixterms of meats. euttrtables.
eiersal products_ ___ . Is
Condsneed sosat-and-vespetahle
FltUITS AXD VEGETABLES:
Sean.. and sour cherries.
canned 
Cities fruit Jukes. atruted._ 4
Other fruits and fruit Juices.
maned 
Dried fruit. in metal container_ •
Tomatoes, sauerkraut. canned_ 4
Other tugstahlris. canned (in-
cluding dry beano sad dry
peas)  14
CMS EA LS. RAKED GOODS Months
Ready-to-eat cereals:
In original paper package__ I
In I comainer  12
Vamaki4 Cereal imsickmak.
tag or issesati :
In metal container
In original paper package— If
HYDROGENATED for sailed-
last treated) fats. vegetable
oil   12
SUGAR. SWEETS. NUTSs
Augar--wIll keep Indallahely
Hard gaudy. use  is
Nuts. sanest  12
hugest pm:Wings  It
MISCELLANEOUS:
Coffee. tea, or cocoa (Instant I_ 111
Dry cream product (instant). If
Bouillon products 12
Flaiored beverage powder. _
Salt—will keep Ind•BnitelY
Fla, wing extracts (e.g.. Pelle
per:.  24
Soda. baking powder 12
canned or sealed-package foods,
preferably those not requir-
ing refrigeration or cooking.
In normal times, these should
be replaced periodically.
In this article is a table pub-
lished by the Department of
Agriculture showing the sug-
gested replacement periods, in
months, for some of the types
of food suitable to store for
emergency use.
SANITATION SUPPLIES.
Since it may not be possible to
use regular bathroom facilities
during a period of emergency,
keep these sanitation supplies
on hand: (1) A metal container
with a tight-fitting lid, tssuiso
as an emergency --terilet; (2)
one or two large garbage cans
with covers (for human wastes
and garbage); (3) plastic bags
to line the toilet container; (4)
disinfectant such as creosol or
chlorine bleach; (5) toilet
paper; (6) soap, wash cloths
and towels; ( ) a pail or basin,
and (8) sanitary napkins.
MEDICINES AND FIRST
AID SUPPLIES. These should
include any medicines being
regularly taken, or likely to be
needed, by family members.
First aid supplies should in-
clude all those found in a good
first aid kit (bandages, anti-
septics, etc.), plus items nor-
mally kept in a well-stocked
home medicine chest (aspirin,
thermometer, baking soda,
petroleum jelly, etc.). A good
first aid handbook is also
recommended.
INFANT SUPPLIES. Fami-
lies with babies should keep on
hand a two-week stock of in-
fant supplies such as canned
milk or baby formula, disposa-
ble diapers, bottles and nipples,
rubber sheeting, blankets and
baby clothing. Because water
for washing might be limited,
baby clothing and bedding
.should be stored in larger-
than-normal quantities.
COOKING AND EATING
UTENSILS. Emergency sup-
plies should include pots, pans,
knives, forks, spoons, plates,
cups, napkins, paper towels,
measuring cup, bottle opener,
can opener, and pocket knife.
If possible, disposable items
t should be stored. A heat source
also might be helpful, such as
an electric hot plate (for use
if power is available), or a
camp stove or canned-heat
stove (in case power is shut
off). However, if a stove is
used indoors, adequate ventila-
tion is needed.
CLOTHING. Several changes
9f clean clothing, especially
undergarments and socks or
stockings, should be ready for
shelter use, in case water for
washing should be scarce.
BEDDING. Blankets are the
most important items of bed-
ding that would be needed in a
shelter, but occupants prob-
ably would be more comforta-
ble if they also had available
pillows, sheets, and air mat-
tresses or sleeping bags.
FIRE FIGHTING EQUIP-
MENT. Simple fire fighting
tools, and knowledge of how to
use them, could be very useful.
A hand-pumped fire extin-
guisher of the inexpensive, 5-
gallon, water type is preferred.
Carbon tetrachloride and other
vaporizing-liquid type extin-
guishers are not recommended
for use in small enclosed
spaces, because of the danger
of fumes. Other useful fire
equipment for home use in-
clude buckets filled with sand,
a ladder, and a garden hose.
GENERAL VQLTIPMENT
AND TOOLS. The essential
Items in this category are a
battery-powered radio and a
flashlight or lantern with spare
batteries. The radio would pro-
vide a link with the outside
world, and a means to receive
Information and instructions,
especially for advice on when
to leave shelter. Other useful
items: A shovel, broom, axe,
crowbar, kerosene lantern,
!aloft rubber hose for siphon-
ing, coil of halrsinch rope at
least 25 feet long, coil of wire,
hammer, pliers, screwdriver,
wrench, nails and screws.
MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS.
In addition to such practical
items as matches, candles, and
civil defense instructions, some
personal convenience items
could be brought into the
home shelter if space permits.
These might include books and
, magazines, writing materials,
a clock and calendar, playing
, cards and hobby materials, a
; sewing kit, and toiletries such
t as toothbrushes, cosmetics, and
shaving supplies.
The information in this
story was furnished by
U.S. Department of De-
fense, Office of Civil De-
fense, to help people pre-
pare for a nuclear attack
and learn what actions to
take in case an attack
should occur. Local gov-
ernment authorities are
responsible for supplying
the public with more de-
tailed survival instruc-
tions for this area. This
information was drawn
from the OCD publication
"In Time of Emergency"
(H--14), which is avail-
able without charge at
local civil defense offices.
have found that a raised pane
door conveys a feeling of ele-
ganef at one-tenth extrathe 
THREE PLAYERS SIGNED
-
, Third baseman Phil Morgan
was assigned to Spartanburg Of— More Yanks
PHILADELPHIA UPI . Three
Players from the tree again draft
cost of a carved door.
In addition to trying out the
many new products offered by
the Western Carolinas League,
while third baseman Fred Ruben
of Philadelphia and shortstop
To Norway
OSLO (UPI - American)
tourists visiting Norway in 1968manufacturers, Biederman says
Levitt often works with iiii-p-
were signed by the Philadel ph iatotaled
Phillies Wednesday for minor
Larry Coffin of Vienna, a V. a,., f were 
theticketed to Pulaski, 
v 0
122,000
128,060, compared with
in 1967. :
pliers to delirelop its own ideas. lenge affiliates. Appalachian League.
he explained. "Many of these,
items later go into a manu-
facturer's standard line." An
example is a Colonial, raised
panel, hi-fold closet door. To a
regular hi-fold steel door which
was particularly satisfactory
from a functional and economic
standpoint. 1A-vitt suggested the
manufacturer add a molded plas-
tic panel to simulate wood and
give the desired styling.
Biederman says Levitt people
are working now with a manu-
facturer of lighting fixtures, a
television manufacturer and a
cabinet company on a kitchen
center that will include indoor-
outdoor thermometer and baro-
meter, small television set, tape
recorder, intercom and writing
desk.
The company, big as it is,
always is on the lookout for
ideas, Biederman says. "You'd
be surprised how many ideas
come from comment by the
people who look at and live
in our workhouse:lose.
lOyurwithdegitC
PLIteeting men who are out in
the field gleaning public
opinion." So, if you've got
a favorite. :why don't they...,"
pass.lour suggestion along to a
Levitt man.
e
NEON TUBE EXPLODES IN STOMACH A
sword swallower, Fire:who V Foran rests in a Houston. Tex..
hospital following surgery to remove the remains of a 36-
inch neon tube which exploded in his stomach About 200
persons fere. watching!
S.
You can load it at either end.
Take your pick. The VW Squoreback
Sedan hos trunks coming and going.
The front one may be oil you need.
It can hold tssta good-sized suitcases
plus o set of golLclubs.
The bock trunk is the largest you'll
find in ony sedan. And con hold more
than you'll probably over need
Like 12 suitcases and 2 golf bags.
But best of oil, all this luggage- space
isn'tot the expense of people spoce. .
Even with luggage loaded in both
ends, you can load 4 big people into the
middle.
The only thing the Squorebock doesn't
take a lot of is money.
pries g2404,51 if going. And o gallon of
gas keeps it going for about 17 miles.
But then, that's .probobly why it's so
good at making ends meet.
CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN,
 :117.....7AfferA7VM17707.11,7.7,,,,et -• 4•47., , 77" •
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UAL. ISTATII FOR SALS
WE HAVE IISTED most any-
tbing you would want. Give us
a call.
1707 MagisolM Jour-bedr000l
briek, extra nice.
CIRCORAMA, 1108 Fabians,
thembedroom Atoms.
1864 COLLEGE TERRACE. {-
bedroom, two-teth, real nice.
JOHNSON Blvd., in Ileamiend.
Iwoo•bodsowm. two Mao. awe.
WANDA= ROAD, liblee-bed-
u meet Mein aim.
CIANTHIIMY Tata" three-
betireigi. IMediath, Wrap:din-
er,.
ISIS STORY Ave., three-bed-
lam, truly nice.
laNGSWOOD, Camelot Street,
tiatee•bedromet Reel good buy.
EINGSWOOD, Quienswan, 3-
bedroom. Reid good buy.
(40ATISHOROUGH Estates. 3-.
-bedroom Distinctiveiy decorat-
ed.
CERCORAMA. 707 Ear! Court
three-bedroom atone. Nice!
MAGNOLIA Drive in Keene-
land, three-bedroom, two-bath.
Fine home.
IMUCWOOD DRIVE, three-bed-
room, two baths, many manyl
Mitres.
*MACK PTITS home in Kinp-fr 
wood, three-bedroom. lodescri-
bable beauty.
CANTERBURY Estates, four-
bedroom neareng completion.
Ultra modern.
1406 POPLAR, two-bedroom
brick, garage. Nice.
501 SOUTH 7th., two-bedroom
brick, carpet. Cute.
504 SOUTH 11th„ two-bedroom
era.% carpet. TIP top shape
WIIIWILL ROAD, three-bed-
Mom brick. Real good buy.
BASIVIILL MANOR, three-bed-
room brick. Hurry on this one.
1509 BELMONT, three-bedroom
brick. Central heat and air.
Nice.
STORY AVE. and Shady Lane,
two-bedroom brick, central beat ENCY at 318 West Main, Na-
For Sale
41111.1t 1 .111.1 MIONIMMIIIIIIIIIMP.111111.110111111111111011111111111011111164),
THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY KENTUCKY
Three acres with modern II room brick resi-
dence with 5 bedrooms, 2 baths and 3-car ga-
rage. Located on blacktop highway within 16
minutes drive from Murray State University.
Has income possibilities with shop building for
own use or rent.
Owner wants to sell and has reduced price to
only $23,750.00.
CLAUDE L MILLER, REALTOR
753-5064 ID 753-3059
REAL !STAY, FOR SALO
and air. Bargain.
•XILADOW GREF:N Acres, air-
man brick. Extra nice. Hurry.
BELMONT, 1603, ax-room brick.
Beal good buy.
1304 SYCAMORE, three-bed-
mom frame. Bargain.
DUPLEX, new, two bedrooms
each, modern. Good price.
NEAR &intake, done, fireplace,
basement, etc. Extra nice.
VAIO CLEVE Road, five-room
• home. Nice. Price reduced.
ONE MILE on 641 North, 9
acres and four-room garage a-
perinsent Developing property.
OLD 641 North, three-bedroom
frame, basement Bargain.
121 SOUTH CITY Limits, three-
bedroom frame, acre lot. Nice.
121 SOUTH city limits,
bedroom team Good.
LYNN GROVE, house on 1.-I/
acres, three-bedroom frame.
KZENELAND DRIVE. Extra
nice three-bedroom brick.
HIGHWAY 121 West, two small
houses. Nice lot
307 ELM, three-bedroom frame.
Good commercial lot
laRKSEY, 3% acres, 7-room
"brick house and shop build-
ing.
ALMO, three-bedroom frame.
*Modern
ALMO, 2-bedroom tome on
3/4-acre lot. Cheap.
641 NORTH near Dexter, 30
acres with beautiful brick home
56 ACRES at Coldwater, tines-
bed000m brick home. Fine
place.
e.'ANORAMA SHORES, two nice
cottages.
PINE aturF, two trailen on
good lots.
SINE BLUFF, three water-
bent lots, many others.
PINE BLUFF, two cottages,
both nice.
LAILZWAY SHORES, two lots.
GATEWAY ESTATES on Bark-
ley Lake, ftve water-front lots.
LIINIANA, beautiful waterfrodi
IS ACRES adjoining Chandler
Park.
SEVERAL fermi of various
aims.
MAPLE SPRINGS subdivision,
nice large lots.
ME commercial or business
lots in different parts of town.
REAL FINE business lot with
x 100' garage building. See
this.
91' a 150' BUSINESS lot with
clean up shop, worth the money.
IN KY. LAKE Development, two
aloe cottages, large lots.
15-ROOM nice frame on Main
Street, central heat.
THREE-BEDROOM brick veneer
with income apartment on South
11th Street
NEW-a frame on wooded lot
In Panorama Shores.
NEW three-bedroom cottage in
Panorama Shores.
BEAUTIFUL brick home on wa-
ter front lot in Panorama
Shores.
FOUR-BEDROOM brick veneer
on Pariciane, nice medium price
home.
FOR ALL YOUR heal Estate
needs come by or call GUY
SPANN REAL ESTATE AG-
Uonal Hotel Building. Business
Phone 753-7734, Home Phone:
Guy Spann, 753-2587; Louise
Baker, 753-2409; Onyx Ray,
753-8919; Gary Young. 753-8109
LOW QUALIFYING. Three-bed-
room home. Masonite siding.
On 1 acre tract, approximately
one-fourth mile from Kentucky
Lake, located three miles from
New Concord on Hwy. 444. May
be used as summer cottage or
prime shelter. $150.00 down
payments, $65.00 per month, for
only 12 years. Call Charles
Reese, collect, Paducah 442-
5479. J-23-C
KENTUCKY LAKE Lots For
Sale: Keniana Shores at Ham-
lin, 100' x 200', $895 and MN;
Central water available, lake
access and boat ramp, $10 down
and $10 per month. Take 121
southeast to New Concord, then
444 northeast to Keniana, fol-
low signs. Phone 436-5320.
J-24C
GO-CART, $45.00. Also GE tele-
vision set. Phone 753-7546.
J-21-C
HOME, by owner. Priced for
quick sale, must move Central
heat - air-conditioning. Three
blocks from the University, 2
fireplaces, large family room,
3 bedrooms, beautifully land-
fenced- backyard with
playhouse or tool home, garage
and carport, plenty of storage
space, five walk-in closets. Call
753-7199. J-23-C
FOR ALL YOUR Real Estate
%pods come by or call GUY
SPANN REAL ESTATE AG-
arc,'at 518 West Main, Na-
Uonal Hotel Building &Moses
Phone 7537734, Home Pboes:
Guy Spann, 753-2587, Loulse
Baker, 7$11-2400; Onyx May
753-8919; Gary Young 7534102
J-231
WANTS0 TO RIMY
WANTED: Three - bedroom
house by August 1. Will fur-
nish references. Call 7534896
after 5:00 p. m. .1-2341
GET RIO Of
PESTS
ROACHES
Carry Genus
SPIDIRS
Are Poison
TIRAUTIS
Eat Your Home
Locally owned and operat-
ed for 20 years. We can be
reached 34 hours a day.
Call Today For FRES
Inspection
Phone 733-3914
Member Chamber of
Ceennserce and Builders
Asseeistion. LCP-196
KELLY'S PEST
CONTROL
Mem 733-3014
Legated 199 Se. IN& IN.
REAL ISTATI FOR SALS
NICE 3-Bedroom brick home
on a 1 acre lot located in Mehl
of the University. Has large
living room with fireplace, din-
ing area, central gas heat, den,
1% baths, nice storage build-
ing, carport, immediate posses-
sion, $21,000.00.
LARGE 4-bedroom brick only
4 years old. Has central heat
and air-conditioning, carpet, den
with fireplace, garage, dining
room, 2 full baths. All the clos-
et and storage space you have
ever dreamed of. The owners
are leaving town at end of
summer school. Handy to Uni-
versity, shopping center and is
In Murray School District.
NICE 3-bedroom brick on N.
19th Street. Has extra large
family room, living room, 1%
baths, lots of cabinets, carport,
quick possession, Owners are
leaving town.
1NTERESI'ED in Subdivision
propasty? We have a 40 acre
tract of land in sight of Uni-
versity. This land has woods, is
rolling and would make a beau-
tiful subdivision. Has large
horse barn and priced at $32,-
500. Also a 85 acre tract at
Wiswell which has some of the
most beautiful wooded lots in
the county, it also has some
extra good farm land. This place
can be bought for leas than
$600.00 per acre.
49 ACRE farm at Providence
MASSEY FURGUSON hay baler
and New-Holland rake in good
condition. Can be seen after
4:30 p.m. or call Puryear 247-
E949. John McCuiston, Puryear
Rout. 2. TFNC
NEARLY NEW 36" avadaco
stove, electric. Phone 753-8287
after 6:00 p. m. J-20-C
BOYS three-speed English ra-
cer. Phone 753-2488 or see at
313 North 6th St. J-20-P
/OR SAL1
DWI I Rawcattioned
AM
COMPRESSORS
Alm New
McCuiston
Auto Electric
1
New Concord Reed
Mae 113-3176
NEW DUPLEX west of college
by owner. 2 bedrooms, living
room, dining-kitchen on both
sides. Also one side has 12'
25' den, carport, utility and 23'
x 28' patio. Opportunity for
rental property, live in one side
and rent the other, 753-8825.
J-20-C
ENGAGEMENT RING and wed-
ding band. Call 753-1918 before
MOO p. nt and ask for Mary.
Tr:4C
NEW HEAVY DUTY cutters,
65HP gear box, stump jumper
and solid tail wheel. Heavy en-
ough to cut 4" bushes, gentle
enough to cut your lawn. 5'
pick-up models, $325.00- Also
4' pick-up and 5' pull models.
Vinson Tractor Co., 753-4892.
July 12-C
GERI'S a gay girl-ready for a
whirl after cleaning carpets with
Blue Lustre. Rent electric sham-
pooer $1. Big K. J-21-C
SINGER automatic hewing ma-
chine. Sews forward and back-
ward, monograms, fancy de-
signs, all without attachments.
Sold new for $319.50. Balruice,
$86.40 or take over payments
of $9.10 a month. Phone 753-
6653. J-25-C
1968 MODEL Singer Zig-Zag in
desk. This machine sews de-
corative designs, blind hems,
sews on buttons and makes but-
tonholes without the use of at-
tachments. Only $58.90 cash or-
terms at $4.97 per month. For
free home trial call collect Pa-
ducah, 442-8605. J-25-C
with a 3-bedroom brick bousel 1969 DELUXE twin needle Zig-and other outbuildings, priced I
at $26,000.00.
50 ACRE FARM on pav-
ed road near Locust Grove Bap-
tist Church. Has large modern
frame house, several barns, nice
woods $21,000.00.
2-BEDROOM house on old Mur-
ray and Paris Road with 5 acres
of Land at $10,950.00.
ALSO ON OLD Murray and
Paris Road an extra nice -3-bed-
room brick with large den with
fireplace, electric heat, car-
port, 1% baths and is an extra
good buy at $18,500.00.
LOCATED AT 1511 Ryan Ave-
nue is a 3-bedroom frame house
In good condition, electric heat,
and is priced at $9,500.00.
AT DEXTER a nice 6-room
house with electric heat, gas is
available, city water, also good
well, $6500.00.
AT ALMO HEIGHTS a good
solid house on Lot 100' x 500'
for only $4500.00.
70 ACRES of land on High-
way 1114 near lake. Has long
highway front, needs soon do-
zer work, can be bought worth
the money_
ONE OF the better homes in
the county located on the New
Concord Highway. Has 3 extra
large bedrooms, large living
room, extra Large den with fire-
place, 2 bitlis, carpet, central
heat and air, double carport,
large shade, for $35,000.00.
NEW 3-BEDROOM brick on
Dudley Drive. Has central heat
and adr, carpet, 2-car garage,
large patio, range, dishwasher,
nice lot, if bought at once
some of the colors and patterns
might be chosen by purchaser,
$30,000.00 
other WE HAVE several good
buys that are not mentioned
we would be glad to talk to
you about. You will always find
pleasure hi doing business with
Roberts Realty. Ask the people
who have done business with
us. Call 753-1651 or come by
and see us at 505 Main. J-2111-C
BY OWNER: Three-bed
brick on Homeland Drive. MP
tras include sweat* paneled
gamily room; carpeting through-
out; avocado refrigerator, range
and dishwasher; digpmal; lags
landscaped lot. Under 423,00°-
00. Phone 753-7426. J-36-C
need attachments to make
buttonholes, monograms, blind Pest hems, sews twin designs and
sews on buttons. Full price oply
$35.49 or $4.09 per month.
Twenty year guarantee. For free
home trial call collect Padu-
cah, 442-8605. J-25-C
BLACK TOP PAVING
No Jobs to Small or Large
to be Appreciated
Free Estimates
Contact:
A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502
111411,0111 8:00 a. and
500 p. J-17-C
FOR RENT
FIVE-ROOM furnished apart-
ment. Wall-to-wall carpet. Air-
**Ging, new appliances.
Downtown location. Mrs. Bax-
ter Bilbrey, Phone 753-1267
J-21-C
NEW MOBILE HOME for rent
12' x 55'. Nicely furnished, air
conditioned. Located on shady
Et No children or pets, couple
only. References required. Con.
Robert Wiggins at Wiggins
Furniture or call 753-4566, be-
tween 8:00 a. re. and 5:30 p. m.
only. TFC
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CO EDS! LOOKING FOR RELAXATION '
AND FUN?
WELL, WHY NOT COME TO THE
Crazyhorse
FOR SOME GREAT RELAXATION AND FUN!
Play Free from 8:00 p.m. MI 9:06 p.m. every
Thursday, beginning Jun el9 through July 10.
Bring your fr is (or friend) whether it be
boy or girl, or lone if you like.
REMEMBER! GIRLS PLAY FREE!
Air-Conditioned - Modern Equipment - Wall-to-
Wail Carpeting - Efficient and Courteous Service
ACROSS FROM WL SON HALL OR CAMPUS
Open 8:00 a.m. - 12:00 Midnight
BONANZA' PRESENTS
@SUPER HOT*
FURNISHED HOUSES and
apartments for boys summer
and fall semester. Phone 753-
5865 days - 753-5108 after 3
p.m. TFC
AIRCONDMONED, furnished
apartment, convenient to camp-
us, $75.00 per month 915 North
16th Street -
ONE AND two-bedroom fumigat-
ed apartments on South Mi.
Zimmerman Apartments. Phone
753-6609. .1-20C
TWO - BEDROOM apartmeot
Air-conditioner, cm-pets, elec-
tric kitchen, carport. Call 753-
5675. TIC
THREE-BEDROOM house with
basement, unfurnished. 1305
Poplar. Call 753-8175. J-23-C
AIR-CONDITIONED trailer, all
electric, size 8' x 40', rent, $45
per month. Call 489-3623. J-20-C
LARGE PRIVATE lot to park
mobile home, located at Stella
Call 489-3623. J-20-C
FURNISHED apartment, two-
bedrooms, air - conditioned.
Phoebe 7534347 after 5:00 p. m.
J-20-P
FOUR-BEDROOM house for
boys, near campus, furnished.
Phone 753-3895 or 753-3482.
J-20-C
,2-BEDROOM unfurnished apart-
ment, 1301 Peggy Arm Drive,
!air-conditioned. Call 753-6065.
J-20-C
'TWO-BEDROOM, den, and kit-
chen, furnished apartment.
Zag in nice console. Does not,ttomng, 
nfl 
Wall-to-wall carpet, air-coed! 
for weekly or mon-
USED MARK IV car air-condi.
timer, used two months. Sells
for $300.00, will take $125.00.
Also one saddle pony, 56", gen-
tle. Phone 492-8416. `J-21-C
NICE TWIN SIZE bed with
bookcase headboard, b o x
springs and mattress. Man's
suit and sport coat, coat is 42
long, pants 36. Reasonable.
Phone 753-8648 after 7:00 p. m.
FOUR LABRADOR retriever
puppies, 9 weeks old. Contact
Dan Gardner, Phone 753-5644.
J-23-C
BROWN COUCH and chair in
excellent condition, $65.00. Al-
so antique tables, excellent
condition. Phone 753-4589.
J-23-C
Ithly rates. May be seen at Kel-
ey s  Control, located 100
S. 13th Street. J-20-C
NEW eight-track oatridge re-'
corder and player. Only two
left, $99:00 eech. Leach's Mu-
sic and T. V., Dixieland Shop-
ping Center. Phone 733-7575.
J-26-C
REGISTERED German Shep-
herd, 20 months old. A good
watch dog. Phone 753-8095.
J-23-C
KITCHEN CABINET. Good con-
dition. Call 753-5021. J-2.3-NC
EIGHT FOOT overhead roll-
ing steal garage door, com-
plete. In good condition. 28"
girls bicycle, in good condition.
Phone 753-4474 after 4:00 p. m.
J-234'
2-BEDROOM trailer. Call Bran-
don Dill after 4 p. m. 753-2930.
J-20-C
UNFURNISHED, one side of du-
plex, one-bedroom, living room
with dinette, kitchen, storage
room, private drive and carport
Available July 1st. 1631 Farm.
er. Call 492-8174 after 10:30
a. m. J-21-C
THREE-BEDROOM unfurnished
house, west of Murray. Phone
435-5353. J-21-P
FURNISHED three-room base-
ment aiiartment All utilties
furnished, private entrance and
bath. $65.00. per month. Phone
753-8294.
TWO-BEDROOM trailer. Air
conditioned. Utilities paid. Ad-
ults only. No pets. Phone 753-
7233. J-20-C
ACE-CYCLE GUTS
In a MINI-BIKE
Tlso first atm Oske toot it
1.04 srg. 'rpm 0 to SO MP*
loss IrmoS s•cotses
°Pt.,* loos cftatsgos
4.fl. a S.p.t Trod
Slim as DOVM,h11. St
100 is, lIgIstof IMO
Woofs Smonity
psis to 14.014
OC-1300111
MURRAY SUPPLY
1203 E. Phone 753-3364 1968 CAMERO Rally Sport.
Brand new With factory air,
power steering and brakes and
AVAILABLE NOW
Two Business Buildings
- Tcp Location -
Baxter 1111brey
Phone 753-5417 or
753-1257 1
Moon Claims
Turned Down
TULSA, Okla. (UP!)- Two
Tulsa University ancients have
filed homesteading and mining
claims with the Bureau of Land
Management for land in the Sea
of Tranquility area of the moon.
They sent along photos taken
by the Ranger 8 moon craft,
and contended that as U.S. tax-
payers they are part owners of
Ranger 8. They based their
claim on the fact they were
fist to apply, but were turned
down because of a clause that
applicants must establish resi-
dence for six months before
filing a claim.
* * •
Italians eat more cheese than
any other people in the world,
says the Encyclopedia Britan-
nice.
C..
The , of Confederate
President . ferson Davis is en-
• ed in 11 ‘ntgomery, Ala.
- ...4-* *
More than 100 billion pound,
of meat and poultry were In-
spected by the U.S. Ill*partment
of Agriculture in 1968.
It if •
41•1111W • •
Alabama has about 85,000
farmers, the smallest number in
TRUCK LOAD
of
COATS
Is Corning to Town
Tuesday, June 24th -
Five Big Days
Use Our Lay-A-Way
Small Deposit Will hold
ITC
TWO FURNISHED apartments,
near the University. Phone 753-
8040 or 753-3050 after 6:00 p. m.
J-21
2-BEDROOM trailer, on private
lot. Electric heat and air - con-
ditioning Couple only. Call 753-
6311. J-21
ONE AND two-bedroom fur-
nished apartments on South
16th. Zimmerman Apartments.
Phone 753-8609. July-3-C
SSIVICIIII OFFERED
WILL MOW lawns and other
odd jobs. Call 753-6030 TFNC
WILL KEEP child in my home
while mother attends school.
Phone 753-6251. J-21-C
YARDS leveled and sowed, any
size to owners desire. Phone
753-3613. J-23-C.
ANTIQUE OAK glass door book
oases, one 4-sectional, $25.00,
one 5' low, three sections, $30.-
00. Good condition. Phone 753-
7683. 1-23-C
NICE 21 cubic Mot ' freezer.
Phone 753-4837. ‘,1-211-C
FORMER TEACHER will do
baby 'Ming in her home, twat
ed Mar the University. Phan
7534899. 1-20-C
CERAMIC TILE repair work
We also -install shower- d
and tub enclosures. Phone 753-
8095. July-3-C
WALL CLOCKS
of
Every Tette
at
"Tile Wishing Weil"
In Western Auto
NOTIC.I
ELECTROLUX SALES & Sir-
vice, Box 213 Murray, -Ky., C.
K. Sanders. Phone 3824176,
Lynnville, Ky.
ID YOU LIKE "Thunder Road"
.. Did you like "Bonnie and
Clyde", then you'll love "Kill-
ers 3". It plays Sunday thru
Wednesday at the Murray
Drive-In Theatre. J-21-C
1411LP WANTSCO
WANTED: baby
home, mornings.
6002.
sitter in my
Phone 753-
J-20P
SFJ-UNG AVON IS FUN! Earn
as you learn! Pay bills, make
friends, territory openings near
you. Call or write: Mrs. Evelyn
L. Brown, Avon Mgr., Dist. 460,
Shady Grove Road, Marion, Ky.
42064. Phone 966-3363.
H4-20-C
OPPORTUNTTY for good in-
come as a trained Luzier con-
sultant. Manager will be at Hot
iday Inn on June 24 from 1 nil
5:00 p. m. J-23-P
LOST & FOUND
LOST: Monday, one 'fluffy gray
kitten in the vicinity of N. 8th
St. Call 753-3889. 1.20-c
FOUND: Girls bicycle near 12th
and Poplar. May be claimed
by calling 753-2510 after 5:00
p. m. 11?
WANTED TO BUY
WANTED, ear corn. Contact
Stella Feed Mill, 753-1265.
J-19-C
WANTED: used metal stofige
budding, any size. Phone 753-
7546. J-21-P
WANTED: Good used box
springs. mattress. Call Brandon
Dill after 4:00 p. m. 753-2930.
1-23-C
* * •
The port at Mobile, Ala.,
can accOmodate 32 ocean-going
vessels simultaneously.
* • *
Warren G. Har4ing was the
first president to broadcast on
radio -- June 14, 1922.
• • -iv
AUTt.. FOR SALE 
 100 van.
CLASSIC 195t Mercedes Road: * «
der. Mechanically good, body
rough. Best offer. Tom Shank,
Richmond Hall, Room 103,
Phone 762-2602. 1-21-NC
black vinyl root, automatic
transmission. Kentucky license.
1963 Chevrolet, 6-cylinder auto- * * *matic. Cain and Taylor Gulf
Station. Corner of 6th and Canadians drink about two
Main. 1-23-C pounds of tea a year, more
  than 1968 BUICK Wildcat, 4-door worid. 
any other people in the
hardtop with factory air and
all power. 1966 Pontiac Brough-
am. Gold with black vinyl root.
Factory air and all power. Cain
and Taylor Gulf Station. Corn-
er of 6th and Main. J-23-C
t
Farm produce which sold for
in 1910 now sells for $2.63.
* * *
1966 OLDSMOBILE Delta 88,
two-door hardtop. Automatic
power steering and brakes. 1967
Chevelle two-door sedan. Cain
and Taylor Gulf Station. Corn-
er of 6th and Main. 1-2.3-C
1965 BUICK Electra 225. Local
car with air and all power. 1965
Chevy II 6-cylinder, straight
shift. Cain and Taylor Gulf Sta-
tion. Corner of 6th and Main
J-23-C
1967 CHRYSLER New Yorker,
blue with black vinyl roof. Fac
tory air and all power. 1964
Oldsmobile 98. Just like new,
locally owned. Factory air and
all power. Cain and Taylor Gulf
Station. Corner of 6th and Main.
J-23-C
1144 CHEVROLET Malibu, two
door hardtop. 283 motor, auto-
matic. 1962 Pontiac Catalina
with air and power. Real nice,
locally owned. Cain and Tay-
lor Gulf Station. Corner of 6th
and Main. 1-23-C
1963 OLDSMOBILE F-85 station
wagon. Rack on top. 1961 Buick
LaSabre, 4-door sedan. Locally
owned car. Cain and Taylor
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
Main. J-23-C
1961 FORD station wagon. 1965
Falcon 4-door straight shift
Local car. 1959 Oldsmobile 4-
door sedan. Cain and Taylor
Gulf Station. Corner of 8th and
Main.
ihe only form of gambling
permitted in the British armed
services is an English f rrn of
bingo.
ROCKY'S GOING BACK-Talk-
ing with newsmen after re-
porting to President Nixon
at the White House, Gov.
Nelson Rockefeller of New
York declares his trips to
Latin America have beer,
successful and that he plans
to make his third scheduled
visit for the President start-
ing June 16. On his previ-
ous trips he was forced to
cancel visits to Peru and
Venezuela.
- Brack bear cube- Weigh Only;
ix to eight ounces when born.
APOLLO 10 CREW PARADED The Mo9n-orbiting Apollo 10
astronauts ride through San Erancisco/s financial district
during tieiter • tap. -parade' whir-the -titre" wret- Jta;eph
Allot° lendliig the way.. From left are Thomas P. Stafford,
John W. Young and Eugene A. Cernan.
•
r.
-
•••••
•
., •
•
•
FACIE TEN Tag LEDGE* di TIMES — MURRAY. KENTUCKY
C ente4n1 S orapok lus
464 Onsiooked, ageserally. ia histonesof, grostaag-cards. Is one of the
asset pepsin tonna: postcard& Tostored by
peney-peat, thay were an Antrim postal
sinters fanovaarm. Oct. 1. 110. lattially.
nay sandal, perms& mrds were aceeptable.
Arminian of privately pubillesii elude at
fined rates promoted "that astable dewlap-
mast, the picture-postcard." a hintorian
wrote.
Colored repriormatien of historic buildhsgs
Swot*
and scones became favored yrntings by
tourists to stay-at-homes. Cards were also
fashioned as year-around valentines like the
ta defiance of an etiquette edict, "Even
the shortest note of any degree of intimacy
alsould always be written as • letter and en-
closed in an envelope."
While today damp-collectors are reckoned
the most numerous hobbyists in the world.
postcard collectors ars close runners-up.
CLARK RINNAIRD
Distributed by Eng Tenures Syndicate
Emergency Oxygen
From Little 'Candle
. LANCASTER, KY. (UPI)-
-t The oxygen tank of the future
• :day be a cigarette package-ant
- Iri- -"candlie" that sufferers from
.-1...astlima and other respiratory
ailments can carry in their poe-
lets for quick relief when they
'an attack.
The candles. capable of pro-
ducing an emergency supply of
oxygen. also are ideally suited
to supplant bulks oxygen con-
tainers in ambufances, for res-
cue operations and for activities
requiring./ heavy physical exer-
tion in rarefied atmospheres.
ascii as mountain climbing.
"Candles Area& are aboard
on Navy's deep ckving subsna-
rines to insure an adequate sup-
ply of oxygen if the regular
ventilation system fail* and mili-
tary planes are equipped with
them in the event of cabin de-
compression or oxygen defici-
enry at high altitudes," says
Vladimir Hwoechinsky, a top
expert in the field. "Further
refinements will reduce the size
of the candle to that of a cigar-
ette and open up a wide variety
of important uses of the candles
by civilians."
Developed by Automatic
Sprinkler Corp., at its Scott
Aviation laboratories, more than
30,000 oxygen-producing can-
dies currenth are carried by
NIXON...
(Cosiffnued From Pages Ons)
tar only from the the stand-
point that we do have some
four-power talks going and we
would trust that from those
Inks we might get some basis
of communcation between the
two
—Consideration is being gi-
ven to a moratorium on tests
of nuclear weapons as part of
any arms control agreement but
a unilateral halt to weapons
tests, without some reciprocal
action from the Soviet Union,
would not be in our bed in-
Zealot, 8Z Recalls
Fighting City Nall
By DAVID L. ALCOTT
OAKLAND, Calif. (UPI) - In
the saloon-busting cleat of Carry
Nation, Beatrice Whitnah made
"enemies by the peck" at City
Hall in waging her own defiant
campaign for social reform.
Today a vigorous but crippled
grandmother of 87, Mrs.
Whitnah hobbles across the
generation gap on crutches to
remind City Hall the younger
generation's protests are a
long-time thing.
Mrs. Whitnah recently used
her crutches to pry loose a
nuclear bomb shelter sign from
the face of Oakland's Hall of
Justice. She sees the world's
major governments preparing for
nuclear war.
"I am perfectly willing to
mend the rest of my life in jail,"
said the gray-haired Gold Star
mother after a judge told her to
stay within the law and stop
tearing down bomb shelter slim&
"I don't think I have to day
within the law," Mrs. Whitnah
said. "After all, this country was
founded on civil disobedience. I
believe in pacifism and
non-violence. One's conscience is
above the law. What harm is
there in going to jail?"
Amsding the life expectancy
of her three grandchildren was
threatened by possible nuclear
war, Mrs. Whitnah hobbled into
the chambers of Oakland Judge
Myron A. Martin the same day
he convicted a San Francisco
man for rearing down shnitar
_Sign&
"He talked to me, very nice
and cordial, but he wouldn't
take my sign," Mrs. Whitnah
V.5. suhmannes. The devices
produce pure oxygen by ther-
mal decomposition of solidified
chlorates that can be activated
when the cover of the canister
is removed.
Ty CAMEOS: Bud Greempan
Dynamo Bud Dominates Documentaries
Jesse Owns (1.), the groat track hese of the 30s, Maned in the Immy-nominated documentary
whorl Me "Hider 'Olympics," prodecod by led Cleinspien who's shown here with hint
by MIL HEWN
WHAT WE in the over-25
bracket call them are documen-
taries; the bellbottomed and
miniskirted elves use their un-
grammatical and frayed phrase.
telling it like it was. What it
sunounts to is serving up a
slice of history co film or tape
-and nobody does it better
than a onetime sportscaster
named Bud Greenspan.
Only recently. for instance.
Greenspan's TV special, "Jess
Owens Returns to Berlin." was
tapped for three Emmy nomin-
ations. He has behind him 18
spoken-word record albums, in-
cluding "Great Momenta in
Sports." which earned him a
gold record. And come autumn,
you'll likely be seeing his next
• television production. -The
Glory of Their Times." adapted
from Lawrence Ritter's best-
seller about the early do ys of
baseball.
• • •
"I JUST can't be inactive."
says Bud. a bustling, intense.,
athletic type who's the son of
a judge and lawyer_ "It prob-
ably has something to do with
ego. I get up around six every
morning and put in a couple of
hours on whatever project I'm
involved in before I go to work.
Then three or four hours in the
evening and on weekends.
"I think the key word is
ENOUGH You have to want to
do it enough to give up some-
thing else your evenings your
• . Distributed by King ir tures syndicate_ . 
weekends, your family life,
whetever. Too many people
have the Scarlett O'Hare syn-
drome—I'll do it tomorrow."
His regular work is with
Television a commercial home.
but Bud heads his own film pro-
duction company, Cappy Pro-
ductions, Inc. The name wasn't
just plucked out of thin air;
his attractive blonde wife's
name is Cappy Petrash
she's the feature editor for
NBC's "Monitor" program.
• • •
THE OWENS special was
prompted by a mail newspaper
Ham reporting that Owens had
tone back to Berlin and run a
couple of laps around the Olym-
pic stadium track during • Har-
lem Globetrotter exhibition —
the same track wirer* in 1935
he won four gold medals and
the obvious hatred of • man
named Hitler Using old film
clip', a recreated sound track
and new views of Owens in
Derlin, it was an eloquent
Ahow. capped by Owens' shrug
and matter-of-fact comment on
Hitler: "I'm here and he isn't
and that's good enough for me."
Greenspan, making time-and-
a-half use of himself. Cappy and
a dogged research staff, is a
tireless digger in his efforts to
re-present history. To do "The
Glory of Their Times." for in-
stance, he unearthed thousands
of feet of previously unfamiliar
movie film, interviewed and
taped oldtime baseball stars
wo•••-orft
and otherwise did a
job. 
Backin 1948, at 21, Bud was
sports director of New York's
radio station WMGM and he
always has had a soft spot for
athletics, which shows up in his
TV productions, and also his
record albums, including "Mad-
ison Square Garden." Last sum-
mer he and Cappy did some
lming at the Olympic Games
In Mexico- leading to another
special In the works, "The
Ethiopians." Ethiopia has pro-
vided winners of the last three
Olympic marathons. This sum-
mer Cappy and Bud will head
for Ethiopia, where runners
Abebe Mita and Memo Wolde,
his program subjects, are per-
sonal palace guards for Em-
peror Haile f3elasste.
. • • •
CAPPT PRODUCTIONS, Inc.
Is burgeoning it has purchased
TV rights to Dr. James Brus-
sels "Casebook of a Crime Psy-
chiatrist" and has others in
mind, including -The Congres-
'Fiona! Medal of Honor"- but the
sports motif still seeps through.
A coming production is -The
Army-Navy Game."
Bud, who at one time in his
career produced TV commer-
cials, has sold many pieces to
magazines and has two novels
in the typewriter right now.
The man, who tells it Dite it
WILS insists he can't be inactive.
which may be the understate-
ment of the month.
thorough
,Iftemi.•••••••••••••40~.".-•••*, •sea,
en
congressmen, I've tried to spread
a gentle influence but it didn't
work."
She entered social work in
1908, three years before the
death of Miss Nation, the
famous temperance crusader
who preceded the suffragette
movement.
'They called me a copette,"
Mrs. Whin.* said about her
appointmenrin 1914 as head of
Baseball Association
(Continued From Pan Ono)
United Fund.
The goal of the association
this year is e7,00.00.
The canvass Will be conduct-
ed by the boys who play in the
leagues, the managers of the
terms and interested parents.
Businesses and industries will
be called on seperately.
An important meeting for all
managers, assistant managers,
league officials, and other in-
terested persons has been call-
ed on for Saturday', June 21, at
3:30 p m. at the Little League
park to finalize plans and to
assign sections of the city to
the various teams.
The oldest American-made
clock still standing is In
Guilford, Conn., where it was
installed In the town meeting
house by Ebenezer Parrnele in
1726. So reports "The Complete
Encyclopedia of Antiques."
'Cs
Accidents killed nearly
30,000 people over 65 years of
"age last year, reports the
National Safety Council. In
addition, accidents are the first
cause of crippling for older
Americans.
a new Women's Protective
Bureau in San Francisco. "I
made enemies by the peck, but I
was mean enough to tisal with
them."
Mrs. Whitnah's office, is
experiment in social work of
those days, extended help to any
woman in trouble. "I stepped on
the toes of almost everyone in
town. But that was a good time
in my life - I managed to help
people."
After three years her office
was shut down and the city
council demanded the records
she kept on her clients. "I knew
the mayor would have used
these records to scandalize
people, so I burned them," she
said.
Mrs. Whitnah's husband,
Joseph Whitnah, was a long-time
newspaperman in the San
Francisco Bay Area. It,, died in
1962.   She recalled dna
"made fun of me, like-
Nation," before "I disappearnil, s
into baby -raising stial;
housekeeping."
Mrs. Whitnah halli.three
children, including reon,
Joseph, who died on Oct. 8,
1943 In a bombing raid over
Germany. The Gold Star mother
keeps in close touch with her
surviving children and their
grandchildren.
=4,
Added Hazard
In Boat Mishaps
NEW YORK (UPI) - Icy
said. went home and wrote waters add to the danger to life
him a letter to say my protests already 
inherent when a small
boat capsizes.must continue."
If such a boating accidentLooking back on decades of
quiet family life that followed occurs' don't 
try to 
swim
 to
her youthful days of protest. shore without a life jacket.
Mrs. Whitnah said, "I've written 
A recent experiment shows
letters and letters to
dhat even top-notch swimmers
soon become incapacitated in 40
degree water, losing their breath
and floundering helplessly
within as little as one and
one-half minutes. Fat men lad
longer because of their greater
buoyancy. Additional clothing
provides additional protection.
Women's Medical News
Service, reporting on a British
Medical Journal study, says that
many drownings attributed to
scramps probably were due.
Instead to the icy water's effect
on body temperature and
breathing.
Trying to swim to shore I
dangerous because it may
increase heat loss. AU on small
boats are warned that they
should wear life jackets that will
keep their faces above water. In
the absence of a life jacket, try
to reach the neared floating
wreckage or other buoyant
object. Then stay put, says thi
journal.
Hiring Of
Planner
Is Approved
The hiring of Tom Perdew, a
21-year-old resident planner with
the state planning office in May-
field, as city planner for Padu-
cah was approved Wednesday by
the Paducah Planning and Zon-
ing Commission.
Perdew, who has been em-
ployed in the Mayfield office for
the past nine meths, will as-
sume his duties here July 1. The
Frankfort native holds a degree
In economics from Murray State
University.
The post has been vacant
since the resignation of Wayne
Kilmark cm Jan. 31. 1968.
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JOE COLSON, GARY ROBERTSON, GEORGE CUMBIE, Jimmy Hughes, Jim Noles, and Dennis
Poe (left to right) are members of "The Soul Syndicate", a popular local band Dow on tour OfiniChrestern United States to be highlighted by a dance appearance with a popular tangly group"The Cowails" at the Hotel Statler-Hilton in Dallas, Texas for the National Future Business gWeider! of America and the National Phi Beta Kappa convention. The "Soul Syndicate" hasabe Sollg tO/e&sed by a Memphis firm. Appearances have been made on college einnpusos
dthar plans in western Kentucky, Tennessee and southern Illinois. Colson, Noles, Poe
410110bilirtson are of Marshall County; Hughes, Paducah; and Aldridge, Cincinnati.
Kickbacks Involved
In Building Loans
By JAMES L. SRODES
WASHINGTON (UPI) —
Add a new term to your home-
building dictionary — "Equity
Kicker.'
The term is easily definabk
by looking at its two words.
"Equity" means an interest or
ownership. "Kicker" is a cor-
ruption of the good old fas-
hioned kickback.
Put it all together and it
spells out a demand by a lender
to a builder that he pay not
only interest on a building loan
but also a piece of the profits
from the project.
A year ago equity kickers
were just a gleam in some ban-
ker's eye. Today they are a
fact of life conironting every
builder faced with the scramble
for investment money.
In recent months, big lend-
ers, including insurance com-
panies and major investment
houses, have been turning more
and more to equity kickers to
earn the extra profits they fed
'they should get during an in-
suflatiooly nary. squeeze on the money
Naturally, the only builder
who can even get in the door
to ask for such a loan is the
apartment or condominium
builder. Only they deal in sums
large enough to make such deals
worthwhile.
Average "Kicker"
Right now, homebuilding in-
dustry sekesmen estimate the
average 'kicker" is running 3
to 4 per cent of gross earnings,
Add this to a standard 8 per
cent loan on an apartment proj-
ect and you get some idea of
the cost of money these days.
Housing industry spokesmen
are growing increasingly con-
cerned about the dangers the
equity kicker presents but some
show a willingness to accept it
as a fact of inflationary times.
"You have virtually no single
family homes being built right
now because there is no money
available for them," said one
building industry economist.
"But the declining rate of
housing starts -- now around
1,540.000 units per year --
would really nosedive if equity
kickers weren't keeping apart-
ment building up. How long it
will last, I don't know."
Eugene A. Gulledge, presi-
•
MISSED THE RAMP Suffering contusions of the forehead end "emotional upset," ClaudiaMfflikin, 25, Pacifica, calif , told police who rescued her from her car iabovei that shea freeway-ramp in San Franenico and ended up on au 1-beson _ever en asitoseatrom. • • - -
dent Of the National Associa-
tion of Homebuilders, is con-
cerned the lenders may step up
their demands for more of the
action.
"They may ask only 3 per
cent of a builder's equity to-
day, but it might be 10 per
cent tomorrow, or 20 per cent,
or finally, the lender could be
building and owning the pro-
perty," he warned in an inter-
view.
"This trend could trigger
legislative inquiries to determine
whether it is really good for
the nation."
G000 cooks always remember
that you can't take salt OUT of
a dish; it can always be added at
the table. So go easy on the
shaker when cooking.
* * *
Approximately 55 per cent of
the U.S. civilian population - an
estimated 168 million persons -
ALMANAC
by United Press International
Today is Friday, June 20, the.
171st day of 1969 with 194 to
follow.
The moon is between its new
phase and first quarter.
The morning stars are Mer-
cury, Venus and Saturn.
The evening stars are Mars
and Jupiter. • •
On this day in history.
Guam, largest of the Ma 
In 1898 the U.S. Navy :fa
Islands, during the Spanish-''
American War.
In 1965 veteran statesmaa,
Bernard Baruch, died at Um
age of 94.
In 1967 the American Inds,
pendent Party was formed to
back George Wallace of Alsa
bama for President.
A thought for the day:
Roman pliywright Plautus 16''
said, "Patience is the best rem-
cry for every trouble"
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Press international
A Negro named Pedro Alon.
zo Nino was the navigator on
owned some form of private the Nina, one of Christopher.
scolumbus' three ships on hishealth insurance at the beginning
of 1 96 9. first voyage to the New World •
in 1492.
HAZEL CAFE
NOW SERVING •
* FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH itr
* COUNTRY HAM & STEAKS *
Private Dining Room (call for reservations)
6 a.m. to 10 p.m. '7 Days a Week
— J. t . Gallimore —
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